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In 2011, 39% of drinking water systems on Canadian reserves were classified as high risk, being
ill equipped to deal with contamination. Reserves are often remote with dispersed populations
and low incomes, and face unique service provision challenges. In recent years, some First
Nations have contracted water services from neighbouring population centres (POPCTRs)
(referred to as ‘Municipal Type Agreements’, or ‘MTAs’). The objective of this thesis is to
investigate factors influencing the emergence of MTAs, and to determine whether MTAs have a
significant effect on improving drinking water quality on reserves. To my knowledge there has
been no empirical analysis of this issue to date. However, it resonates with longstanding
economic research concerning economies of scale, and the role of transaction costs in contract
negotiation. My analysis consists of two probit models. First, I assess First Nation and POPCTR
characteristics that influence the probability of the emergence of MTAs. Second, I assess the
effect of MTAs on the probability of a boil water advisory (BWA) being in effect on a reserve,
controlling for other factors influencing drinking water risk. My data describes water systems
servicing 804 reserves across Canada, as well as key socioeconomic, geographic and climactic
characteristics of each reserve, and its closest proximal POPCTR. I find that reserves and
POPCTRs with small populations and relatively large populations densities are more likely to
participate in MTAs. I also find that MTAs have a significant effect on reducing the probability
of a BWA being present on a reserve.
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CHAPTER ONE: Overview and Thesis Outline
I. Introduction
In this thesis I investigate factors influencing the emergence of drinking water provision
contracts between Canadian First Nations and population centres (POPCTRs)1, and examine the
potential for these contracts to improve drinking water quality and safety on First Nation
reserves. Drinking water quality has been an ongoing concern in many First Nation communities
for years, and drinking water quality issues are present on reserves across Canada. This issue is
of contemporary concern to First Nation individuals living on reserve lands, and to First Nation
leaders. It is also of contemporary concern to the Canadian federal government, which has a
fiduciary responsibility to First Nations; and to Canadian POPCTRs, which may benefit from the
opportunity to expand their drinking water services into neighbouring reserves.
Drinking water quality issues are a symptom of the wider issue of poverty in Canadian
First Nation communities, which is persistent and extensive. Recently, the Idle No More
movement and its global social media presence has brought increased attention to this problem
(CBC 2013). First Nation communities across Canada are plagued by high unemployment and
low incomes. As of the 2006 census, the median income for the Aboriginal2 on-reserve
population of Canada was less than half of the median income for the non-Aboriginal Canadian
population (See Figure 1 below). Census data also indicates that a significant portion of the
Aboriginal population in Canada has been migrating off of reserve lands in recent years, due to
poor living conditions. As Table 1 below demonstrates, currently the number of Aboriginal
persons living off-reserve is higher than the number living on-reserve in every age category.
1

By the census definition, a population centre is an area with a minimum population of 1000, and no less than 400
persons per square kilometer (Statistics Canada 2012).
2
Note that Aboriginal population data also includes Inuit and Metis population data, in addition to First Nation
population data. The First Nation population in Canada makes up approximately 60.8% of the total Aboriginal
population, as of the 2006 census (Statistics Canada 2014).

1

Figure 1: Median Incomes of Aboriginal (On and Off Reserve), and
Non-Aboriginal Populations

Source: Statistics Canada. 2010b. Aboriginal Statistics at a Glance – Income. Catalogue
no. 89-645-XWE. http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/89-645-x-2010001/income-revenueeng.
htm (accessed 13 March 2013).

Table 1: On and Off Reserve Aboriginal Canadian Population (2006 Census)

Statistics Canada. 2009a. Age distribution of First Nations populations living on and off reserve, Canada, 2006.
2006 Census: Analysis Series, Table 19. http://www12.statcan.ca/census-recensement/2006/as-sa/97-558/table/t19eng.cfm (accessed 13 March 2013). Note: This data includes Métis and Inuit population data.
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In the 2011 throne speech, the Canadian government committed to promoting access to
clean water for First Nation communities (Johnson 2011). In that same year Aboriginal Affairs
and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) classified 39% of drinking water systems on
reserves as “high risk”3, being unequipped to successfully deal with a drinking water crisis, such
as the infiltration of a pollutant (Neegan Burnside 2011). Of these 314 high risk water systems,
61% fail to meet at least one health related parameter in the ‘Guidelines for Canadian Drinking
Water Quality’ (GCDWQ)4.
Canadian POPCTRs are also facing their own challenges in providing adequate water
services to their residents. With increasing rural-to-urban migration, small rural POPCTRs face
declining populations, and are required to provide the same level and quality of services to a
decreasing tax base (Young 2006). Larger growing POPCTRs have also been experiencing
infrastructure challenges, as they face the fiscal pressures associated with constructing and
maintaining service infrastructure for their growing populations, all while receiving very little
federal assistance5. According to the 2012 ‘Canadian Infrastructure Report Card’ published by
the Canadian Federation of Municipalities (FCM), 15.4% and 14.4% of drinking water systems
in Canadian POPCTRs are ranked “fair” and “very poor”, respectively, for the condition of their
pipes, plants, reservoirs and pumping stations (FCM 2012). The estimated replacement cost for
these insufficient drinking water systems is $25.9 billion, or $2082 per Canadian household.
In recent years, some reserves have sought partnerships with POPCTRs (and vice versa)
3

Overall water system risk rankings are assigned along an ordinal scale from 1.0 to 10.0, and are a weighted average
of risk rankings assigned along the same scale from five different categories: design risk, operations risk, operator
risk, report risk and source risk. Put simply, high risk implies an ordinal ranking between 7.1 and 10.
4
A similar statistic for non-First Nation drinking water systems is not available. There is no central Federal
repository of boil water advisories in Canada. The classification of boil water advisories and availability of drinking
water quality information varies between Provinces, regions and local health units (Christensen 2011). These
differences make it difficult to measure the current state of drinking water in Canada at any point in time, in both on
and off-reserve areas. This recent data from the Neegan Burnside evaluation of drinking water systems on reserves
is the first of its kind, providing a novel opportunity for research.
5
Federal transfers make up only approximately 2% of municipal revenues (Young 2006).
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for collaborative and mutually beneficial solutions to drinking water provision challenges. These
infrastructure partnerships, referred to as ‘Municipal Type Agreements’ (or MTAs), have taken
the form of contracts between First Nation Bands and neighbouring POPCTRs, where it is
agreed that some portion of the drinking water servicing the First Nation’s reserve will be
purchased from the neighbouring POPCTR. Nationally, these types of agreements have been
encouraged by AANDC in situations where they are the least cost alternative to independent
service provision (AANDC 2011b; INAC 2009). MTAs are also promoted by FCM’s ‘First
Nations—Municipal Community Infrastructure Partnership Plan’ (CIPP), which receives funding
through AANDC (FCM 2013). Through the CIPP, FCM provides resources to First Nations and
municipalities interested in forming MTAs, in the form of ‘toolkits’ with case studies and
agreement templates (FCM 2013). FCM also facilitates workshops to assist in crossjurisdictional cooperation between potential MTA partners, at all stages of the contract
negotiation process.
To date there has been very little national level research on the issue of drinking water
quality on reserves, and no studies looking at the relationship between different types of water
systems and drinking water outcomes on reserves. This thesis will be the first study to both
theoretically and empirically explore the motivations behind MTAs between First Nations and
POPCTRs, and the outcomes of these agreements with respect to the quality of drinking water on
reserves. This study will help to determine if there is evidence to support the current
encouragement of MTAs by FCM and AANDC as a cost-effective solution to drinking water
provision challenges and water quality issues in First Nation communities.
II. Objectives
There are two primary objectives of this thesis, which are as follows:

4

i) To assess factors influencing the emergence of MTAs between First Nations and
neighbouring POPCTRs, by evaluating the effect of both reserve and POPCTR
characteristics on the probability of MTA participation.
ii) To evaluate the effect of MTA participation on drinking water quality on participating
reserves, as measured by the effect of MTA participation on the probability of a boil
water advisory being present.
III. Thesis Outline
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. In the next chapter, Chapter Two,
I provide a more detailed discussion of the issue of drinking water quality and safety on
Canadian reserves. I focus specifically on costs of centralized drinking water provision, and the
lack of adequate enforceable standards and monitoring for drinking water safety in First Nation
communities. I provide a more detailed description of the ‘Municipal Type Agreements’ (MTAs)
that are the focus of this study, and discuss the characteristics of these contracts and the
participating parties. Included in this discussion is a brief review of existing economic literature
on local inter-governmental service agreements, which helps to frame my understanding of
MTAs.
In Chapter 3 I develop a theory for understanding why MTAs emerge, drawing from
Gibbons’ (2012; 2005; 1998) discussion of voluntary contracting, and the Institutional Collective
Action (ICA) framework presented by Feiock (2007). I discuss the potential benefits of MTA
participation to both First Nations and POPCTRs. I address the transaction and monitoring costs
associated with these types of contracts, and discuss how these benefits and costs are influenced
by reserve and POPCTR characteristics. I then further extend my theory to explain why MTAs
may help to reduce drinking water risk on reserves, focusing on the role of standards and
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monitoring.
In Chapter 4 I describe my methods, and the two empirical models I use to achieve my
objectives listed above. I provide a detailed description my data set and the variables included in
my analysis, highlighting any data limitations, and discuss all of my data sources. I then outline
my empirical hypotheses, motivated by my conceptual framework outlined in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 5 I present my results, and discuss how they compare to my hypotheses. In Chapter 6 I
provide a discussion of my results, as well as a discussion of their implications for future policy
development. I also suggested some areas for future research.

6

CHAPTER TWO: Problem Context and Introduction to Municipal Type Agreements
In this chapter I provide an overview of the issue of drinking water quality in reserve
communities in Canada, and discuss potential contributing factors. This broader discussion is
provided in order to better illuminate disparities in drinking water quality between reserve and
non-reserve communities, by pinpointing differences in socioeconomic, geographic and
institutional factors between reserves and Canadian population centres (POPCTRs) that may be
influencing water outcomes. I then provide a more detailed description of Municipal Type
Agreements (MTAs), and their potential to address drinking water risks on reserves.
I. Drinking Water Quality on Canadian Reserves
Drinking water quality concerns are widespread and persistent in Canadian First Nation
communities, and have been a problem for decades. There are some key characteristics shared by
many reserves that make the provision of safe drinking water especially challenging in these
communities. Reserves are generally remote (ie. not located in close proximity to POPCTRs),
have small populations and low population densities, and are often located in areas with colder
climates. These demographic and geographic characteristics combine to make it very costly for
many First Nations to supply drinking water to their on-reserve populations6. In the 2005 Report
of the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development to the House of
Commons, the Auditor General of Canada stated that “[w]hen it comes to the safety of drinking
water, residents of First Nations communities do not benefit from a level of protection
comparable to that of people who live off reserves” (pp. 1).
In 2006 the federal government assembled an expert panel on safe drinking water for
First Nation communities, with the support of the Assembly of First Nations, to evaluate possible
standards and regulatory solutions to water quality concerns on reserves. The formal report
6

A more in-depth discussion of drinking water provision costs can be found in Appendix A.
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published by the committee states that “efforts to ensure water quality [on reserves] rely mainly
on a patchwork of policies, directives and funding conditions” and concluded that beyond setting
standards and requirements, the most “critical element [in ensuring drinking water system safety
on reserves] is the capacity of facilities and operations to meet the standards” (Swain, Louttit and
S. Hrudey 2006, pp.60). To date, the capacity to consistently regulate and monitor drinking water
quality and safety on reserves has been insufficient. In the 2011 throne speech, the Prime
Minister promised to prioritize clean drinking water in First Nation communities (Johnson 2011).
In spite of this commitment, reserves continue to experience persistent drinking water quality
and safety issues across Canada.
The number of boil water advisories (BWAs)7 in effect on reserves continues to rise; and
many of those BWAs can be classified as ‘long-term’, persisting for months or even years
(Willsie, Patershank, Lydon-Hassen, Mimeault, Wu and Travis 2009). For example, the northern
Ontario First Nation community of Neskantaga has had a boil water advisory in place since 1995
(CBC, 2013; Polaris Institute 2008). Figure 2 below presents trends in long-term BWAs on
reserves between 2003 and 2007 (which is the longest and most recent time span for which
longitudinal data is available). The graph demonstrates that although long-term BWAs are being
lifted each year, there is still an upward trend in the number in effect.
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) has attempted to
address drinking water issues on reserves by providing both funding and technical assistance to
First Nations for centralized water system establishment and upkeep. Figure 3 below provides a
breakdown of AANDC’s spending budget for 2013/14, highlighting water and wastewater
spending. The total AANDC budget for 2013/14 is just over $7 billion, and approximately 4.1%
7

A boil water advisory is a public announcement that advises consumers to boil their tap water before use for
drinking, preparing food, beverages, ice cubes, washing fruits and vegetables, or brushing teeth (Health Canada
2008).
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Figure 2: Count of Long-Term BWAs in First Nation Communities (2003-2007)

Source: Willsie, A., Patershank, G., Lydon-Hassen, K., Mimeault, C., Wu, C. and E. Travis. 2009.
Drinking Water Advisories in First Nations Communities in Canada – National Overview 1995-2007.
Health Canada: Ottawa, ON. ISBN: 978-1-100-12670-8.

Figure 3: AANDC Budgetary Breakdown By Category, 2013-2014

Source: AANDC. 2013. 2013-14 Financial Overview – July 2013: Expenditures by Sub-Programs.
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1363030064418/1363030104888#chp4 (accessed August 23, 2013).
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of that budget is designated for water and wastewater infrastructure (AANDC 2013). In addition
to AANDC funding provided through the capital facilities and maintenance program and water
and wastewater action plan, First Nations can also receive targeted funding for water systems
through Canada’s economic action plan (AANDC 2012b). Between 2006 and 2014,
approximately $3 billion was invested in water and wastewater management on Canadian
reserves (this figure does not include individual First Nation’s investments through their own
revenues and other funding sources). In spite of these funding opportunities, reserves still face
significant challenges in meeting the costs of centralized water treatment and distribution to
service their often small and isolated populations. In 2011, AANDC estimated that it would cost
$4.7 billion over 10 years to bring reserve drinking water systems up to satisfactory standards
(Neegan Burnside 2011).
II. A Jurisdictional Gap: Water Safety Regulation and Monitoring on Canadian Reserves
Reserves face the unique challenge of “unclear and overlapping political jurisdiction […]
complicat[ing] many of the problems related to decision making in regards to water governance”
(WPGG 2010, pp. iv). In Canada different levels of government share control of water
management responsibilities, resulting in jurisdictional issues and fragmented governance
(Bakker and Cook 2011; Wilson 2004). For reserves that do not fall within the same jurisdiction
as Canadian POPCTRs, these issues are further exacerbated. In Canada, drinking water safety
and regulatory standards are set and enforced at the Provincial level8, and do not apply to First
Nation reserves. This is because reserves are governed under the Indian Act, which is a piece of
federal legislation (Department of Justice 1985). Canada is the only OECD country that does not
have enforceable drinking water standards at the federal level (Bakker and Cook 2011). As a
result, reserves fall within a jurisdictional gap, and there are no enforceable drinking water
8

For a list of Provincial drinking water standards, see Table 20 of Appendix B.
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quality standards on reserves (Auditor General of Canada 2005; Christensen 2011).
Figure 4 below highlights these differences in drinking water quality standards on First
Nation reserves, and Canadian POPCTRs. Note the gap at the Provincial level for First Nation
communities, demonstrating the lack of enforceable standards and monitoring. At the Federal
level, the Canadian Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality (CGDWQ) are the basis for
Provincial water quality standards in most cases (Health Canada 2012), but are not enforceable
themselves (Bakker and Cook 2011). AANDC also has a Federal Protocol for Centralized
Drinking Water Systems in First Nation Communities (INAC 2010), however like the CGDWQ
these protocols are not enforceable (AANDC 2012a). At the Provincial level, there is no
governing body responsible for establishing drinking water standards and monitoring regimes for
First Nation communities. Therefore, non-First Nation communities have access to Provincial
resources for water quality monitoring and evaluation and are subject to Provincial inspection,
while First Nation Bands remain responsible (with funding and technical assistance from
AANDC) for community-based water quality monitoring, or the hiring of external monitors.
The way that BWAs are issued on reserves and in POPCTRs highlights these differences
in standards and monitoring regimes. While the Provincial government serves to enforce water
quality standards in Canadian POPCTRs and mandates BWAs, they have no role in monitoring
water quality on reserves that fall outside of their jurisdiction. The Federal government supports
and advises First Nations on issues related to water quality, but Bands remain primarily
responsible for enforcing water quality standards and issuing BWAs on reserves. Therefore,
there is a key difference between reserves and POPCTRs with respect to the ability of governing
jurisdictions to mandate or enforce drinking water standards, and control the issuance of BWAs.
For example, in Ontario, inspectors from the Provincial Ministry of the Environment

11

Figure 4: Drinking Water Standards and Monitoring in First Nation and non-First
Nation Communities in Canada

Source: Author.
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ensure that water systems in POPCTRs are being properly sampled and monitored on a regular
basis (Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Public Health 2014). All sampling results are reported to the
Ministry, and if water quality does not meet Provincial standards the Province mandates the
issuance of a BWA. The Province then advises the POPCTR on the appropriate remedial steps,
and the means for disseminating information to the public (Health Canada 2010). In contrast,
First Nations receive funding from Health Canada for the implementation of community based
water monitoring programs, and the training of water quality monitors (Health Canada 2014).
Where reserves do not have a community based water monitoring program, a environmental
health officer (a certified public health inspector) employed by either Health Canada or First
Nation stakeholders will performing monitoring, with the permission of the Band. Health Canada
recommends the issuance of a BWA in cases where water quality does not meet Federal
guidelines, but the decision to implement a BWA ultimately lies with the Band, and cannot be
externally imposed.
In 2010 a ‘Clean Drinking Water for First Nations Bill’ (Bill S-11) was introduced to the
House of Commons. However, it died on paper when the 40th parliament dissolved in March
2011. The bill was reintroduced with improvements as Bill S-8 in February of 2012, and is
currently awaiting royal assent. When it becomes law, Bill S-8 will hold reserve areas to a
Federal drinking water standard that is consistent and enforceable – similar to the Provincial
standards currently in place for Canadian POPCTRs. It has faced significant resistance from First
Nation groups who feel that it infringes on their jurisdiction (Christensen 2011), and will hold
First Nations to an unachievable standard while providing no additional assistance or funding
(Chiefs of Ontario 2012). These new standards will pose a significant challenging for reserves,
and finding cost effective solutions to water quality concerns will be essential.
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III. Municipal Type Agreements
Various forms of local inter-governmental cooperation have been gaining popularity in North
America and Europe over the past two decades, and economic research in this area has been
increasing (Hawkins 2010; Kwon and Feiock 2010; LeRoux and Carr 2007; Morgan and
Hirlinger 1991; Thurmaier and Wood 2002; Steiner 2003). In the U.S., inter-municipal
cooperation accounts for 15% of municipal service provision in cities with populations of
400,000 or more (Shrestha 2005). Most studies investigating local inter-governmental service
provision contracts have focused on explaining why these contracts emerge, and do not extend to
evaluating outcomes (with the exception of Steiner 2003). The importance of social capital
between communities, as well as local and regional context, is frequently emphasized (Hawkins
2010; Kwon and Feiock 2010; Steiner 2003; Thurmaier and Wood 2002), in addition to cost
considerations and community characteristics. Morgan and Hirlinger (1991) argue that many of
the same forces driving contracting to the private sector also drive local inter-governmental
service contracts; such as cost savings, fiscal pressures, and political influences.
As discussed in Chapter One, the aim of this thesis is to investigate contracts for drinking
water service provision between First Nation Bands and Canadian POPCTRs, which are referred
to as ‘Municipal Type Agreements’ or MTAs. MTAs generally take the form of contracts
between First Nation Bands and neighboring POPCTRs, whereby a reserve purchases some
negotiated quantity of treated drinking water from the neighboring community, generally priced
at average cost9, to service all or a portion of on-reserve households. These arrangements are
eligible for support funding through AANDC, when they provide the least cost alternative when

9The

template for drinking water MTAs published by the FCM recommends pricing based on a fee that is equivalent
to the rates established under municipal by-law regarding rates and regulations for the municipal partner (CIPP
2013). The majority of municipalities in Canada price according to average cost (Environment Canada 2013b), so it
follows that the majority of reserves with MTAs likely fall under some type of average cost pricing structure.
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compared to other forms of water service delivery (AANDC 2011b; INAC 2009).
Figures 5 and 6 below provide information on the geographic dispersion of reserves with
MTAs within my data set (which contains data for 804 reserve water systems in First Nation
communities across Canada). Figure 5 reveals that MTAs tend to be clustered in more densely
populated regions, likely reflecting the higher availability of POPCTR partners for reserves in
these areas. There are a large number of agreements in British Columbia, specifically in the
south, compared the surprisingly low number of agreements present in densely populated Eastern
Canada (Quebec and Ontario). This may reflect differences in First Nation governance between
the two regions; there are a larger number of First Nations operating under independent
governance structures in British Columbia, and the elimination of Federal oversight of these First
Nations may reduces the transaction costs of MTA negotiation. In Alberta, there is some
clustering of MTAs around oilsands activities in the north-central region of the Province. This
may reflect the higher costs of treating drinking water that is exposed to that type of activity,
which could motivate cooperation in drinking water treatment efforts between fiscally stressed
reserves and POPCTRs in that region.
Figure 6 provides a breakdown by each Province of the proportion of independent water
systems to systems supplied by MTAs. The Province with the highest proportion of reserves
being serviced MTAs in my data set is the Yukon, at 42%. This may reflect the fact that after the
Northwest Territories, the Yukon has the highest proportion of First Nations people to total
population of any Province or Territory in Canada (Statistics Canada 2014). Alberta, the Atlantic
Provinces, British Columbia and Quebec have 30%, 26% and 25% of their reserves serviced by
MTAs, respectively. Ontario and Manitoba have the smallest proportion, at 8% and 7%.
Infrastructure partnerships like MTAs between First Nations and POPCTRs have been
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Figure 5: Locations of Canadian Reserves Serviced By MTAs

Source: Figure produced by the author. Reserves were identified in Neegan and Burnside (2011), and plotted by longitude and latitude coordinates using
Cartographica (GIS software).
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Figure 6: Proportion of Independent Drinking Water Systems Versus MTAs by Province/Region/Territory Surveyed in
‘National Assessment of First Nations Water and Wastewater Systems’ (Neegan Burnside 2011).

Source: Figure produced by the author. Map Template Source: University of Alabama. 2014. CANADA [map]. http://alabamama
ps.ua.edu/contemporarymaps/world/americas/canada2.pdf (accessed 8 February 2014). Data Source: Ratios calculated by Province
using data from Neegan Burnside (2011).
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gaining popularity in recent years, and are currently promoted by AANDC and the Canadian
Federation of Municipalities, through the ‘First Nations—Municipal Infrastructure Partnership
Program’ (FCM 2013). In their survey of 93 cooperative infrastructure and service agreements
(in a variety of service areas, including drinking water provision) between First Nations and
POPCTRs in British Columbia, Nelles and Alcantara (2011) found these types of "jurisdictional
agreements" to be on the rise, as "both First Nations and municipal governments have
progressively recognized the mutual benefits of collaboration” (pp. 327). Very little research has
been conducted on the emergence of MTAs and their potential to improve service provision on
Canadian reserves. To my knowledge, this thesis is the first study to empirically explore factors
influencing the emergence of drinking water MTAs between reserves and Canadian POPCTRs,
and resulting water quality outcomes on reserves.
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CHAPTER THREE: Conceptual Framework
In this chapter, I develop an abstract theory to explain the emergence of Municipal Type
Agreements (MTAs) between First Nations and Canadian population centres (POPCTRs). In
developing this theory, I draw from key elements of voluntary contract theory as outlined by
Gibbons (2012: 2005: 1998), and an Institutional Collective Action (ICA) framework put
forward by Feiock (2007). I discuss factors influencing the emergence of MTAs, as well as the
transaction costs associated with negotiating inter-governmental contracts between First Nations
and Canadian local governments. Included in this discussion is an explanation of why MTAs
may present an opportunity for improved drinking water quality on reserves. Based on this
discussion, I present a model of a hypothetical scenario in which a MTA may emerge (Figure 7).
Finally, I present the theoretical hypotheses that motivate my methods and empirical framework,
which are presented in Chapter Four.
I. Introduction: Theoretical Underpinnings
A MTA is essentially a voluntary contract between a First Nation and Canadian POPCTR. For
this reason, some key elements of contract theory are helpful in framing an understanding of
these agreements. Gibbons (2012; 2005; 1998) identifies four key stages of a voluntary
contracting and its outcomes, all of which help to frame this study, and the first two of which are
used to frame the remainder of this section. To contextualize the principal-agent model to be
relevant to voluntary contracting between local governments, I draw on the Institutional
Collective Action (ICA) framework presented by Feiock (2007) in his paper “Rational Choice
and Regional Governance”. With local inter-governmental service provision contracts becoming
increasingly common in North America and Europe, this framework has been adopted widely in
the emerging economic literature on this topic (Morgan and Hirlinger 1991; Hawkins 2010;
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Kwon and Feiock 2010), and extends the classic principal-agent model to account for transaction
costs and cooperative benefits that are specific to cases of inter-governmental contracting. ICA
helps to guide my discussion of factors influencing the emergence of MTAs, with respect to
potential gains and bargaining costs associated with this unique form of local inter-governmental
cooperation across jurisdictions.
The first stage of voluntary contracting identified by Gibbons (2012; 2005; 1998) is the
signing of the contract between the principal and the agent. With respect to contracting for water
services between reserves and POPCTRs, in Section II.i below I discuss characteristics of the
cost structure of centralized water service provision, as well as characteristics of the purchasing
and servicing communities, that incentivize this form of contracting. The second stage that
Gibbons identifies is that the agent (in this case, the POPCTR supplying the water services)
chooses a set of actions. In Section III below, I further develop the point introduced in Chapter
Two (Section II) that the actions of water service providers in POPCTRs are guided by different
quality standards then the standards that apply to water service providers on First Nations
reserves, as well as a different capacity for quality monitoring. The third and fourth components
of Gibbons model relate these agent actions and unobservable factors to outcomes. I recognize
that the actions taken by servicing POPCTRs, as well as events beyond their control (for
example, environmental pollution) work together to influence the effect of MTAs on boil water
advisories (BWAs) on reserves. This motivates the empirical approach that I take in assessing
the effect of MTAs on the probability of a BWA being present on a participating reserve.
II. Factors Influencing the Emergence of MTAs
The emergence of MTAs is influenced by two key factors, which will be discussed in turn below.
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The first is the nature of the costs of centralized drinking water provision. This cost structure,
combined with the shared characteristics of many reserves, can incentivize these communities to
seek external drinking water service providers. And given certain POPCTR characteristics, it can
also incentivize POPCTRs to expand their service volume to supply a neighbouring reserve. The
second key factor is the discrepancy in drinking water quality standards and monitoring
resources that exists between reserves that fall within Federal jurisdiction, and POPCTRs that
fall within Provincial jurisdiction. As discussed in Section II of Chapter Two, drinking water
quality standards that are set at the Provincial level are not enforceable on reserves, and reserves
do not have access to the same water quality monitoring resources as POPCTRs. Therefore, a
MTA may ensure a level of water safety monitoring and water quality that reserves may not have
the capacity to achieve independently. In addition to these two key factors motivating the
emergence of MTAs, a discussion of the transaction costs associated with MTA negotiation is
also provided, drawing from Feiock’s ICA framework.
II.i. Cost Incentives for MTA Participation
The cost of supplying centralized drinking water services is a key determinant in understanding
the potential net-benefits of expanding water provision from one community into another. A
more detailed discussion of centralized drinking water service provision costs is presented in
Appendix A, but the discussion here will focus on two key issues: economies of scale in drinking
water treatment and the diseconomies of scale in drinking water distribution. These two issues
result in conflicting incentives, as economies of scale in treatment encourage large treatment
facilities, while diseconomies of scale in distribution discourage the expansion of water
distribution networks (Boisvert and Schmit 1997; Kim and Clarke 1988). In certain situations,
this conflict between economies of scale in drinking water treatment and diseconomies of scale
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in distribution can create incentives for neighbouring communities to form drinking water
service provision contracts, like MTAs between reserves and POPCTRs.
Reserves often contain relatively small and dispersed rural populations, with low
incomes, making drinking water provision very costly for First Nation Bands. The average onreserve population for the data set used in this study is only 567 persons, with an average
household count of 194, and an average population density of 104 persons per square kilometer.
Most First Nations cannot take advantage of economies of scale in water treatment because their
reserves do not have large enough populations, and the demand for water does not reach
necessary volumes. At the same, due to low population densities, many First Nations face the
increasing costs of transporting treated water across large areas to few consumers. In addition to
having small and dispersed populations, First Nations are also often chronically underdeveloped
and fiscally strained (See Chapter 2, Section I), making adequate public service provision
especially challenging. In situations where communities are fiscally strained and have small
populations, seeking external providers for community services can provide a cost effective
alternative to independent service delivery. In their study investigating local inter-governmental
cooperation for public works provision in Michigan, Leroux and Carr (2007) find evidence to
suggest that communities with small, low-income populations (like Canadian reserves) are more
likely to pursue external service providers for public services. Therefore, MTAs may provide a
cost effective solution for reserves facing water service provision challenges, in cases where
reserve population densities are large enough for centralized water distribution from a
neighbouring POPCTR to be economically feasible.
What incentivizes a neighbouring POPCTR to supply treated water to a reserve is the
opportunity to take advantage of economies of scale in drinking water treatment, without facing
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increasing distribution costs that would offset or diminish those scale economies. The
assumption is, therefore, that only POPCTRs with water systems operating below a scale
efficient10 volume of treated water will enter in to a MTA (ie. smaller systems, likely servicing
smaller POPCTRs). When entering into a MTA, a reserve remains responsible for all of the costs
associated with the construction and maintenance of water distribution networks on reserve
lands. Therefore, the servicing POPCTR does not have to expand their distribution network in
order to expand their output of treated water (as they would have to do to accommodate growth
in demand resulting from an increase in their own population or service area). By expanding
their volume of treated water to service the reserve population, the servicing POPCTR is able to
capture all economies of scale associated with increasing their water treatment output closer to a
scale efficient level, without taking on any additional distribution costs.
Contract theory emphasizes that voluntary contracting requires that there are benefits to
both parties that exceed the costs of contract negotiation, and that these benefits are greater than
those associated with the next best alterative for both contracting parties (Coase 1960; Stigler
1989; Feiock 2007). Therefore, for a MTA to emerge between a reserve and a neighbouring
POPCTR, the benefits to both parties must outweigh the costs of negotiating the contract, and
must be greater than the next best alternative (ie. independent service provision for the reserve,
and no service expansion for the POPCTR). Contract theory also emphasizes that in addition to
an increase in net benefits to both parties, voluntary contracting requires that the contract must be
enforceable (Masten 1999; Williamson 1979). Under these key elements of contract theory,
MTAs are expected to emerge in situations where both the First Nation and the POPCTR would
experience an increase in net benefits from MTA participation, and when both parties believe the
terms of the MTA to be enforceable.
10

See Appendix A for the definition of scale efficiency that is used for the purpose of this thesis.
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It is important to note that there may be situations where cost savings are not the only
factor, or are a secondary factor, incentivizing a reserve to pursue a MTA. This is discussed in
further detail in the following section, which addresses how water quality concerns may
incentivize reserves to pursue MTAs, and how this may influence the way a MTA emerges.
II.ii. Drinking Water Standards as a First Nation Incentive for MTA Participation
In addition to costs incentives to both parties motivating MTA emergence, First Nations also
have an incentive to pursue MTAs to take advantage of water quality standards and water quality
monitoring resources that are available to Canadian POPCTRs through the Provinces. Section II
of Chapter Two provides a detailed outline of the differences in drinking water safety standards
and monitoring that exist between First Nation communities and Canadian POPCTRs. Put
simply, drinking water standards in Canada are set at the Provincial level, and as such do not
apply to reserves that fall within Federal jurisdiction. This means that First Nation water service
providers are not held to the same standards as water service providers in POPCTRs, and
reserves also do not have access to water quality monitoring resources available to POPCTRs
through the Provinces. Therefore, a high proportion of the costs associated with water quality
monitoring – which can be substantial, particularly in high-risk areas where reserves tend to be
located (ie. areas with high degrees of temperature variation, close to resource or industrial sites,
etc.) – fall upon First Nation Bands. Therefore, First Nations with reserves facing persistent
water quality concerns may pursue MTAs to reduce the costs associated with ensuring a certain
level of water quality for their residents, in addition to saving on total provision costs.
In situations where activities in a POPCTR may be having an adverse effect on a
reserve’s water source, incentives for a First Nation to pursue a MTA to ensure safe drinking
water are heightened. In these situations, a MTA may emerge to correct for the presence of an
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external cost being imposed on the reserve. For example, in the case of one MTA included in my
data set, a source revealed that the MTA negotiation emerged as a result of waste disposal
activities in the POPCTR that were having an adverse effect on reserve source water quality. The
outcome of the negotiation was that the POPCTR would service the reserve with treated and
Provincially monitored water, in exchange for Band approval for the continuation of POPCTR
waste disposal activities.
There appear, therefore, to be two types of situations that result in the emergence of
MTAs. The first, and the most common case, being where both parties come together voluntarily
to take advantage of the mutual cost savings associated with cooperation; and the second case,
being when the agreement emerges through a bargaining process, as a means of maximizing the
welfare of both parties in the presence of an externality. In my empirical analysis (discussed in
Chapter 4) I include variables to account for both of these potential situations.
II.iii. Transaction Costs
There are bargaining costs involved with negotiating any contract, however MTAs between First
Nations and POPCTRs present specific challenges. Feiock (2007) argues that service provision
contracts for services with divisible and measurable outcomes – like water provision — are
easier to negotiate between local governments. However, in situations where a contract is being
negotiated between two local governments that fall under different jurisdictions and very
different governance structures – as is the case with First Nation Bands and POPCTRs – the
costs of negotiation are likely to be higher than in situations where negotiation is taking place
between two similar local governments. The magnitude of the transaction costs associated with
MTA negotiation will vary depending on the context of the decision setting, and the
characteristics of the reserve and POPCTR.
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The nature of the relationship between First Nations and potential MTA partners, and the
perceived transaction costs associated with negotiating these types of contracts, play a significant
role in whether or not a MTA is economically feasible. In his study on municipal mergers in
Switzerland in the 1990s, Steiner (2003) finds that reform-friendly authorities and intensive
social contacts among inhabitants of both communities are essential to successful mergers. He
also emphasizes the importance of policies at the superordinate level of government that promote
mergers. Hawkins (2010) also emphasizes the importance of “cooperative norms and trust” (pp.
253) in facilitating intergovernmental cooperation, and Feiock (2007) argues that social capital
between communities is an important factor in facilitating inter-local contracts. In addition to
helping to ease the facilitation of contract negotiation, Thurmaier and Wood (2002) argue that
social capital, or trust that exists between two communities, can reduce the monitoring costs
associated with these types of contracts. Therefore, while Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development Canada (AANDC) encourages MTAs, if there are existing tensions between
reserves and neighbouring POPCTRs this will serve as a barrier to the negotiation of a MTA.
In addition to the social capital present between the two communities, it has also been
argued that similarities in the characteristics of the contracting parties influence the likelihood of
cooperation. Similarities in the political and economic interests of Band leaders and politicians in
POPCTRs, and similar preferences among consumers in both communities, are more conducive
to cooperation (Feiock 2007). Homogeneity between a reserve and POPCTR, in terms of
common political and economic interests, can ease cooperation between communities; and
homogeneity in community characteristics places both partners in a similar bargaining position.
Additionally, in his study of U.S. municipal service provision contracts with external
providers, Ferris (1986) emphasizes the importance to local officials of maintaining control over
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service provision, and the perceived costs associated with losing that control. Ferris emphasizes
that the perceived benefits of using an external service provider must be substantial in order for
the costs associated with losing autonomy over vital services to be perceived as worthwhile.
LeRoux and Carr (2007) also postulate that the appeal of cost savings is only as important as the
perception of local governments as to the level of control over the service being contracted out.
Feiock (2007) also argues that the loss of autonomy over community services resulting from
inter-local contracts could significantly disincentivize these types of cooperation from occurring.
In the case of MTAs between First Nations and POPCTRs, the perceived costs of losing control
over a service like drinking water may be substantially high for First Nations that place a high
value on autonomous governance. Therefore, the perceived benefits of a MTA must be large
enough to outweigh the perceived costs of forfeiting control over water services.
III. MTAs and Drinking Water Quality
While the most likely incentive behind MTAs for both reserves and POPCTRs is cost savings,
these types of arrangements have the potential to improve drinking water quality and safety on
reserves, in addition to making drinking water more accessible. The potential for MTAs to
improve drinking water outcomes emerges from two influential factors: 1) the role of standards
in ensuring drinking water quality, and 2) the potential for drinking water system consolidation
to eliminate small, poorly performing drinking water systems from reserves.
The lack of legally enforceable standards for drinking water provision on First Nation
reserves may contribute to poor drinking water quality outcomes. As previously discussed,
drinking water standards in Canada and the regulation and monitoring of drinking water service
providers are a Provincial responsibility, and standards and regulations vary across Provinces
(Renzetti 2009). As reserves are regulated under the Indian Act, a piece of Federal legislation,
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Provincial drinking water standards and regulations do not apply to reserve communities.
Existing protocols for drinking water systems in First Nation communities are not legally
enforceable, resulting in a regulatory gap between on and off reserve areas (AANDC 2012a). By
purchasing water treated in neighbouring POPCTRs, reserves are ensured that the purchased
water has been treated according to Provincial drinking water quality standards.
MTAs also have the potential to improve drinking water outcomes in reserve
communities by replacing the necessity for inefficient capital or small poorly performing water
systems. In their 2007 paper “Consolidation as a Regulatory Compliance Strategy: Small
Drinking Water Systems and the Safe Drinking Water Act”, Lee and Braden provide evidence
that drinking water system consolidation in the U.S. may increase regulatory compliance by
removing poorly performing systems from the industry, and replacing inefficient management
and capital with larger and more efficient systems. Using a discrete choice model, the authors
identify characteristics shared by drinking water systems that were acquired and merged with
other systems. They find that acquired systems tend to be small and to have frequent drinking
water safety violations, indicating that system consolidation may be able to increase compliance
with regulations laid out in the U.S. Safe Drinking Water Act. These findings are reinforced by
Steiner (2003), who found that municipal mergers in Sweden have a tendency to take place
between small weakly performing municipalities, and that they generally improve service
performance. In the same way, the consolidation of drinking water systems between reserves and
neighbouring POPCTRs could eliminate poorly performing small water systems from operating
on reserves, improving water quality in these communities.
IV. A Model of A Voluntary MTA
Figure 7 below presents a hypothetical MTA between a First Nation and POPCTR, where by
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contracting with a neighbouring POPCTR, a reserve is able to consume water at a higher
standard and a lower price then if they were to supply water to their population independently.
The two panels of the graph represent two different drinking water outputs: water supplied by an
independent system on a reserve, and water supplied by a neighbouring POPCTR. The water
supplied from the reserve system is not held to the Provincial standard, and is denoted Y. The
water supplied from the POPCTR water system is held to the Provincial standard, and is denoted
Y’. This model assumes that consumers on reserves do not differentiate between Y and Y’; that
is, that consumers do not discern between drinking water that is being held to the Provincial
standard, and drinking water that is not. Thus the marginal benefit curves, or demand curves, for
the reserve for Y and Y’ are identical (ie. mirror images of each other). In the left panel of the
graph, the average cost curve ACY represents the average cost of providing Y, which the reserve
could provide independently. In the right panel of the graph, ACY’ represents the average cost of
providing Y’, which the POPCTR provides.
The left panel of the graph shows the quantity of Y that the reserve could independently
supply (Y*) and the price at which reserve households would consume this drinking water (PR).
In the right panel of the graph, we have the potential MTA scenario. Faced with only their own
demand curve, labeled ‘Demand — POPCTR’, the POPCTR is not operating at a scale efficient
level of output (ie. at the point of minimum average cost). Therefore, it is possible for the
POPCTR to take advantage of economies of scale by increasing output to meet the demand for
drinking water on reserve, in addition to their own demand (at the point where the Aggregate
Demand curve meets the minimum point on ACY’). At this level of output, the POPCTR is still
able to meet its own demand, while supplying the quantity Y’MTA to the reserve. Assuming
Y’MTA is equal to Y*, the reserve is able to consume the same quantity of water that it could
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Figure 7: Hypothetical MTA Scenario – Supply, Demand and Average Cost of Provision of Drinking Water that
Meets (Y’) and Does Not Meet (Y) Provincial Standards on Reserve

Source: Author.
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supply independently, but at a lower price (PMTA); and, Y’MTA comes from a Provincially
monitored treatment facility, ensuring that it achieves Provincial standards.
The First Nation Band remains responsible for all of the costs associated with the piped
and/or trucked distribution of water to households on the reserve. In the case of piped water
distribution, the Band remains responsible for all construction and maintenance costs associated
with pipes transporting water to reserve households, including pipes located both on and off
reserve land. Essentially, the reserve functions as a large single purchaser of treated water from
the POPCTR, and is responsible for its own distribution costs. Participation in a MTA allows
POPCTRs to take advantage of economies of scale in drinking water treatment without incurring
any additional costs associated with the infrastructure expansion required to service the
additional consumers. Since the First Nation Band is responsible for servicing individual
households on reserve, the reserve as a whole is similar to a large non-residential purchaser of
water from the POPCTR. Kim and Clark (1988) found that non-residential consumers of water
are more economical for water utilities to service than a group of residential users; the large
distribution lines, numerous connections, and higher system losses make servicing a large
number of small residential consumers more costly than a single large non-residential client.
They concluded that water utilities have considerable incentive to expand their operations to
non-residential clients relative to residential clients. Thus, MTAs provide incentives for
POPCTRs to service reserves, creating the opportunity to take advantage of potential scale
economies in drinking water treatment, without any additional distribution costs.
In return, reserve communities acquire treated water for all or a portion of their
households at a lower cost than they themselves would incur to supply it, while still being
eligible for support funding from the AANDC. AANDC encourages MTAs only in situations
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where they are the least cost alternative when compared to other forms of service delivery
(AANDC 2011b; INAC 2009). The attainment of AANDC funding to support water distribution
costs associated with a MTA requires a life cycle cost analysis indicating that the MTA is the
least cost option for the First Nation. A MTA is likely the least cost option for a small reserve
without any existing water system in place, where the fixed costs associated with initial plant
construction are prohibitive. In some cases, reserves may already have a water treatment plant in
place servicing a portion of their reserve, and a proximal POPCT that could service the
remaining portion. In this situation, participating in a MTA allows the Band to forgo the capital
costs associated with expanding their treatment capacity, and the significant costs of expanding
their distribution network to service an area far from the existing treatment facility. Reserves
with aged and deteriorating water treatment facilities may also pursue a MTA as an alternative to
costly maintenance and repair of small and inefficient treatment plants.
V. Theoretical Hypotheses
In responding to economic incentives to participate in MTAs, First Nations have the potential to
both reduce the costs associated with centralized drinking water provision, and improve drinking
water quality and safety in their communities. These economic, and health and safety benefits,
have been emphasized by various parties encouraging these types of partnerships (specifically,
AANDC and the Canadian Federation of Municipalities (FCM)). To date, there have been no
studies assessing factors influencing the emergence of MTAs, or evaluating their outcomes. This
thesis is the first study to empirically assess reserve and POPCTR characteristics influencing
MTA participation, and the effect of MTAs on drinking water quality on reserves.
I have three key theoretical hypotheses regarding what motivates First Nations and
POPCTRs to participate in MTAs. My first two hypothesis are motivated by the costs of
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centralized drinking water distribution. First, I hypothesize that reserves in closer proximity to
POPCTRs will be more likely to participate in MTAs, because they have greater access to
potential MTA partners within a feasible distance. Second, I hypothesize that reserves with large
population densities to be more likely to seek out MTAs, because the costs of having a single
centralized water distribution network from a single source (like a treatment facility in a
neighbouring POPCTR) are lower for communities with larger population densities. For reserves
with very dispersed populations, it is likely more cost effective to have a small water system
servicing a densely population section of the reserve (or several small systems servicing
residential pockets on the reserve) than to try to expand a single distribution network across the
entire service area to few consumers. My third hypothesis is motivated by the costs of drinking
water treatment. I expect reserves and POPCTRs with small populations to be more likely to
pursue MTAs because they do not have the necessary demand to achieve economies of scale in
drinking water treatment on their own. Therefore, these smaller communities will be more likely
to pursue MTAs to collectively achieve these scale economies, and save on treatment costs.
With respect to the potential effect of MTAs on BWA prevlance on reserves, I
hypothesize that reserves with existing MTAs will be less likely to have a BWA in effect,
accounting for all other factors that may influence a drinking water system’s exposure to risk. I
expect reserves purchasing treated water from a neighbouring POPCTRs to have better water
quality outcomes because their water is coming from a Provincially monitored treatment facility,
ensuring a certain level of quality that is not always enforceable on reserves.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Methods, Empirical Models, and Data
In this chapter I outline the empirical models and methods used in my analysis. I describe all of
the variables included in my models, and discuss any data limitations associated with those
variables that may influence or bias my results. Finally, I provide a thorough description the data
sources used to construct my data set.
I. Empirical Models
There are two parts to my empirical approach. First, I want to identify factors influencing the
emergence of Municipal Type Agreements (MTAs), including those influencing both First
Nation and population centre (POPCTR) decisions to participate. Second, I want to evaluate the
effect of a MTA on the probability of a boil water advisory (BWA) being present on a reserve,
controlling for other factors that may influence a reserve’s susceptibility to drinking water risk.
The probability of a MTA emerging between a reserve and neighbouring POPCTR is
modeled as follows:
Model 1: MTA Participation Model
(
Where (

)

(

)

[1]

) is the probability that a First Nation is participating in a MTA with a

neighbouring (POPCTR). MTA participation is modeled as a binary (0,1) choice, where MTA is
equal to 1 in the presence of a contract and 0 otherwise.

is the standard normal cumulative

distribution function, which can be expressed as:
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∫
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And ( ) is the standard normal density function, which can be expressed as:
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(

)

(

)

[3]
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The variable

is the natural log of the distance between each reserve and its

closest proximal POPCTR, representing either the existing or potential MTA partner.

and

are vectors of the following characteristics for each reserve and POPCTR: surface area (in
hundreds of square kilometres), population (in hundreds of people) and population density (in
hundreds of people per square kilometer). CDY is a variable capturing the median income in the
census division surrounding each reserve, and

is a vector of dummy variables indicating

the province in which each reserve is located.
The probability that a BWA is present on a reserve is modeled as follows:
Model 2: BWA Model
(
Where (

)

(

)

[4]

) represents the probability that a BWA is in effect on a reserve (with

BWA = 1 when a BWA is in effect). MTA is identical to the dependent variable used in Model 1,
identifying MTA participation. I

is a vector of two dummy variables, indicating when a

reserve water system is independent (ie. non-MTA) and serviced by groundwater, or
groundwater under the direct influence of surface water. WSC’ is a vector of water system
characteristics that may influence drinking water risk susceptibility, including: system age,
maximum daily volume, and the number of households serviced by trucked and piped water. The
variable lnDISTRRI captures the natural log of the distance from each water system (whether
independent or MTA) to the closest potentially polluting resource or industrial site. Finally, T
is a vector of climate variables – ten year average temperature range, and ten year average total
annual precipitation – that may influence a drinking water system’s exposure to contamination.
II. Methods
I used STATA 12.1 to perform my statistical analysis. First, a recursive bivariate probit model
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was used to estimate the MTA Participation Model and the BWA Model simultaneously11. This
joint estimation method was chosen as a first step, to test the possibility that the explanatory
variables in Model 1 may be correlated with the BWA variable in Model 2, leading to an
endogeneity issue with the MTA variable in the BWA model. Using this empirical framework,
the possibility of endogeneity can be tested by assessing if there is any significant correlation
between the error terms of the two model equations. A recursive bivariate probit model assumes
the following distribution of error terms:
(
Where

)

[( ) (

)]

[5]

is the tetrachoric correlation between the two endogenous outcomes, ranging between

-1 and 1. In his discussion of the bivariate probit model, Greene (2012) defines this tetrachoric
correlation as “the correlation [measure for a pair of binary variables] that would be measured
between the underlying continuous variables if they could be observed” (pp. 741). The
magnitude of

can be interpreted as the magnitude of the correlation between the two models;

and if found to be statistically significant, indicates that the models should be run jointly.
After obtaining the results of the recursive bivariate probit estimation, I conducted a
Wald Test on the maximum likelihood estimation of my tetrachoric correlation. A Wald Test is
used with bivariate probit models to determine if the tetrachoric correlation of the model is
significantly different from zero, with the null hypothesis being that

is equal to zero. The test

can be outlined as follows:
[6]
[7]
Test statistic: W =
11

(̂

)
( ̂)

~ N(0,1)

[8]

Using the “biprobit” command in STATA.
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Where ̂ is the maximum likelihood estimate of the tetrachoric correlation, and the test
statistic is compared against a chi-square distribution to determine significance. If the null is
rejected, this indicates that an endogeneity issue is present, and joint estimation is necessary to
obtain unbiased estimates and robust standard errors. If the null is not rejected, this indicates that
there is not a significant endogeneity issue and joint estimation of the two models is not required.
is not significantly different from zero12,

The result of my Wald Test indicates that my

supporting the use of independent probit estimation for each model. Therefore, for the final
analysis both models were run separately13.
Marginal effects reported by STATA for both models were calculated at the variable
means. For continuous variables, the marginal effects were calculated as follows (where
represents any possible continuous explanatory variable in Model 1 or 2):
(

Marginal effect of

)

(

)

[9]

Where,
(

)= ( )

( )

[10]

These marginal effects can be interpreted as the change in the probability of the dependent
variable being equal to 1 resulting from an incremental (ie. per unit) change in the explanatory
variable, holding all other variables constant at their means.
For categorical variables (ie. dummies that take on values of either 0 or 1), STATA
calculated the marginal effects as follows (where

represents any possible categorical

explanatory variable in Model 1 or 2):
Marginal effect of

(

|

)

(

|

)

[11]

12

Wald Test results for the base model and sensitivity analysis are presented in Appendix E, Table 22. These results
are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5, Section I.
13
Using the STATA command “dprobit”.
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These marginal effects can be interpreted as the effect of a discrete change from 0 to 1 of the
categorical variable on the probability of the dependent variable being equal to 1, holding all
other variables constant at their means.
III. Variable Descriptions
Here I provide descriptions of the variables included in my empirical analysis. Summary
statistics for all variables discussed here are presented in Appendix C, Table 21.
III.i. Model 1: MTA Participation Model
Dependent Variable: MTA Participation
Each drinking water system in my data set is assigned to one of the following four source water
categories: surface water, groundwater, groundwater under the direct influence of surface water
(GUDI)14, and water sourced from a neighbouring POPCTR through a MTA. A dummy variable
indicating when a water system is sourced through a MTA is used to indicate MTA participation.
This variable is available for all water systems in my data set. Of the 804 water systems I have
data for, 143 have existing MTAs (approximately 18% of the sample). Table 2 below presents
summary statistics for this variable.
Table 2: Summary Statistics — MTA Participation

MTA Participation

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev

Min

Max

804

0.1866

0.3898

0

1

Distance from Reserve to Closest Population Centre
This variable provides a measure of the natural log of the straight line distance in kilometers
between each reserve and its closest proximal POPCTR. This variable is included to test the
water sources are “groundwater sources (e.g., wells, springs, infiltration galleries, etc.) where microbial
pathogens are able to travel from nearby surface water to the groundwater source” (Neegan Burnside 2011, pp. 62).
14GUDI
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hypothesis that reserves in closer proximity to POPCTRs will be more likely to participate in a
MTA, due to the high costs associated with transporting water across large distances. In cases
where a MTA is present, the POPCTR in closest proximity to the reserve is assumed to be the
MTA partner. This was confirmed in a handful of cases, but there was no way of confirming this
for all 143 reserves with MTAs15. However, based on what the Canadian Federation of
Municipalities (FCM) deems to be a geographically feasible distance for MTAs16, and the
significant costs associated with transporting drinking water across large distances, I think this
assumption is reasonable. As Table 3 below demonstrates, the mean distance for reserves
participating in MTAs is 32.59 kilometers, while the mean for reserves without MTAs is 64.07
kilometres (this table presents real distances).
Table 3: Distance (kilometers) to Closest POPCTR, MTA Participants and NonParticipants

MTA (n=143)
No MTA (n=615)

Mean
32.588
64.068

Distance (km)
Std. Dev.
Min
65.593
0.2716
83.157
0.1393

Max
416.091
483.489

Reserve Area, Population and Population Density
Demographic and area data for each reserve in my data set is included to account for the effect
of these variables on the costs of centralized drinking water service provision. Service area,
population size, and population density all have an effect on drinking water treatment and
distribution costs, as discussed in Chapter 3 Section II.i (and more thoroughly in Appendix A).
Specifically, this data is include to test my hypothesis that reserves and POPCTRs with small
populations, and reserves with large population densities, will be more likely to pursue MTAs.
Each of these variables is scaled to obtain more meaningful marginal effects; reserve area is
15

The source of this data, discussed below, does not identify the POPCTR partner in cases where a MTA is present.
Only five kilometres for piped water; though trucked water distribution (which makes up a significant portion of
MTAs in my data set) can travel much farther.
16
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scaled to hundreds of square kilometres, population is scaled to 100s of persons, and population
density is scaled to hundreds of persons per square kilometre. These variables were available for
789 water systems in my data set, and Table 4 provides summary statistics (un-scaled)17.
Table 4: Summary Statistics — Reserve Area, Population and Population Density

Area (k

)

Population

Persons/k

Obs
789

Mean
51.989

Std. Dev
129.612

Min
0.02

Max
1413.86

All Reserves

149

30.949

125.738

0.02

1413.86

MTA

640
764

56.888
567.575

130.105
732.536

0.02
5

1413.86
5171

No MTA
All Reserves

142

434.479

569.187

5

4177

622
764

597.960
103.980

762.088
267.704

5
0.1

5171
3358.9

No MTA
All Reserves

142

286.058

494.921

0.2

3358.9

MTA

622

62.412

152.070

0.1

1453.9

No MTA

MTA

Census data for First Nation communities is often unavailable, due to incomplete or
suppressed enumeration of reserves. In situations where reserve level data was missing, but Band
area data was available and could serve as a reasonable proxy (ie. when the First Nation Band
only had one reserve, or any additional reserves were obvious hunting grounds or unpopulated
areas), Band area data was used. Where Band area data could not serve as a reasonable proxy, or
was unavailable, these variables had to be omitted. Within the data set there are only 15 cases
where no reserve surface area data is available, and 40 cases where population and population
density data is unavailable (approximately 1.87% and 4.98% of the water systems in my data
set). It should be noted that some reserves in the data set contain more than one water system;
and some water systems service more than one reserve.

17

For all variables that were scaled in the analysis, summary statistics presented in text here are for un-scaled data.
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Area, Population and Population Density of Closest POPCTR
The population (in hundreds of people), surface area (in hundreds of square kilometres), and
population density (in hundreds of people per square kilometre) of each POPCTR in my data set
is included in my analysis. This data was included to characterize each existing or potential MTA
partner according to the same characteristics used to characterize each reserve. These variables
are expected to influence the costs of centralized water service provision in these POPCTRs, and
their incentives to pursue MTAs with neighbouring First Nations. The population variable,
specifically, is included to test my hypothesis that POPCTRs with smaller populations may seek
out MTAs to increase their volume of treated water, and take advantage of economies of scale.
Summary statistics for these variables are presented in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Summary Statistics – POPCTR Area, Population and Population Density

Area (k

)

Population

Persons/k

Obs
763

Mean
100.5363

Std. Dev
274.348

Min
0.5

Max
1206.63

All POPCTRs

143

130.364

285.316

0.5

1206.63

MTA

620
763

93.657
134491.8

271.528
442181

0.5
1009

1206.63 No MTA
1953252 All POPCTRs

143

167015.5

454846.4

1098

1953252 MTA

620
763

126990.4
630.623

439241.2
394.135

1009
101.17

143

736.954

419.160

117.11

2216

MTA

620

606.098

384.330

101.17

2216

No MTA

1953252 No MTA
2216
All POPCTRs

Median Income in Surrounding Census Division
This variable captures the median income in the census division surrounding each water system.
It is included to investigate the potential effect of regional economic prosperity on the likelihood
of inter-local cooperation between First Nations and POPCTRs. This variable is not available for
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any reserves located in the Yukon Territory, and as a result its inclusion eliminates all water
systems in the Yukon from my analysis. This data is available for 714 of the remaining water
systems in my data set (it was available for all water systems in other Provinces). Summary
statistics for this variable are presented in Table 6 below.
Table 6: Summary Statistics — Median Income in Census Division Surrounding Reserve

Median
Income in
Surrounding CD

Obs
714

Mean
23020.37

Std. Dev
4358.671

Min
9822

Max
42806

All Reserves

132

24825.97

4575.028

13600

42806

MTA

582

22610.85

4205.498

9822

42806

No MTA

Provincial Jurisdiction
Dummy variables are included in the model to indicate which Provincial jurisdiction each
drinking water system in the data set falls within. These dummies are included to control for
potential institutional differences between Provinces that may influence the transaction costs
associated with MTA negotiation, or potential differences in First Nation and POPCTR
characteristics that may vary across Provinces, increasing the likelihood of MTAs emerging. For
example, First Nations with independent governance agreements with the federal government
may be more likely to participate in MTAs, as they may face reduced transaction costs in
negotiating these agreements due to reduced federal oversight. Also, reserves and POPCTRs in
closer proximity to environmental pollution, like oilsands activities in Alberta, may be more
likely to participate in MTAs. Figure 8 below shows the percentage of water systems that fall
within each Province or Territory in my data set; and Figure 9 shows the percentage of MTAs
that fall within each Province or Territory in my data set. As already mentioned above, because
census division median income data is not available for the Yukon Territory, water systems
falling within the Yukon are excluded from the analysis. All provinces are compared to Ontario.
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Figure 8: Percentage of Water Systems Within Each Province/Territory

Source: Author, using data from Neegan Burnside (2011).

Figure 9: Percentage of MTAs Within Each Province/Territory

Source: Author, using data from Neegan Burnside (2011).
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III.ii. Model 2: BWA Model
Dependent Variable: BWA in Effect
A dummy variable identifying when a water system is under a BWAs is used as the dependent
variable in this model. Of the 804 water systems in my data set, 216 have a BWA in effect
(approximately 28%). This data was not available for water systems in the Atlantic Provinces
(due to missing data in the survey source, described in Section IV below) for unknown reasons.
Therefore, water systems located in Atlantic Provinces are eliminated from this model. Table 7
below presents summary statistics for this variable.
Table 7: Summary Statistics — BWA in Effect

BWA In Effect

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev

Min

Max

769

0.2809

0.4497

0

1

MTA Participation
A dummy variable indicates when a reserve is purchasing treated water from a neighbouring
POPCTR. This variable is identical to the dependent variable in Model 1, and is available for all
reserves in my data set. Table 8 below provides a bivariate frequency distribution for this
variable and the BWA variable. The majority of reserves in my data set have neither a MTA nor
a BWA in effect. Only 2.47% of the reserves in my data set are MTA participants with a BWA.
Table 8: Bivariate Frequency Distribution, MTA and BWA (Percentages)
BWA In Effect
0

1

0

56.05%

25.62%

81.67%

1

15.86%

2.47%

18.33%

Total

71.91%

28.09%

100%

Total

MTA Participant
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Water Source for Independent On-Reserve Water Systems
Two dummy variables are used to identify all independent (ie. non-MTA) water systems in my
data set, by water source. The sources included are groundwater, and groundwater under the
direct influence of surface water (GUDI). The third type of independent water system —systems
supplied by surface water — is omitted from the analysis. This data is available for all
independent water systems in my data set. Summary statistics are presented in Table 9 below.
Table 9: Summary Statistics — Source Water for Independent Water Systems on Reserves
Independent
System With
Groundwater
Source

Independent
System with
GUDI Source

Obs
804

Mean
0.4664

Std. Dev
0.4992

Min
0

Max
1

All Reserves

216

0.4167

0.4942

0

1

BWA Present

553
804

0.4792
0.0560

0.5000
0.2300

0
0

1
1

No BWA Present
All Reserves

216

0.0741

0.2625

0

1

BWA Present

553

0.0470

0.2119

0

1

No BWA Present

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied By Piped and Trucked Water Distribution
For each water system, a variable indicating the percentage of reserve households serviced by
piped connections, and a variable indicating the percentage of reserve households serviced by
water trucks, is included in the analysis. In most cases, either piped or trucked water is the sole
distribution method on a reserve; however, approximately 20% of water systems in the data set
employ mixed distribution. The distinction between piped and trucked distribution methods is
important because piped distribution is susceptible to risks that trucked distribution is not. For
example, the infiltration of pollution through the soil and into damaged water mains can increase
a system’s potential for exposure to contamination. This distribution data is available for all but
three of the water systems in my data set, and summary data is presented in Table 10 below (unscaled data is presented here).
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Table 10: Summary Statistics — Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied by
Piped/Trucked Water

Percentage of
Households Supplied
by Piped Water

Percentage of
Households Supplied
by Trucked Water

Obs
801

Mean
86.836

Std. Dev
28.754

Min
0

Max
100

All Reserves

215

90.454

23.588

0

100

BWA Present

551
801

84.588
11.666

31.063
26.722

0
0

100
100

No BWA Present
All Reserves

215

8.150

21.000

0

100

BWA Present

551

13.779

29.139

0

100

No BWA Present

Maximum Daily Volume
A measure of the maximum daily volume of each water system, in cubic metres per day, is
included as an indicator of the scale of each system. This variable indicates the maximum
volume of water to pass through each water system in a single day, in a particular year (in this
case the year that the water system was surveyed, either 2009 or 2010). It is included in the
analysis because it is expected that larger water systems (ie. those with larger maximum daily
volumes) will be more efficient, and less susceptible to quality issues. Data for this variable is
somewhat limited, and only available for water systems on 608 of the reserves in my data set. In
the empirical analysis, this variable was scaled to hundreds of cubic metres per day. Summary
data for this variable (in it’s original un-scaled form) is presented in Table 11 below.
Table 11: Summary Statistics — Maximum Daily Volume of Water System

Maximum
Daily
Volume

Obs
608

Mean
476.356

Std. Dev
1311.908

Min
0

Max
25000

All Reserves

182

353.120

468.997

0

3662

BWA Present

400

524.336

1577.19

0

25000

No BWA Present

System Age
A measure of water system age, in years since construction, is included in the analysis to account
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for the potential effect of system deterioration over time on water quality outcomes. This
variable is available for 756 water systems in my data set. Summary statistics are presented in
Table 12 below.
Table 12: Summary Statistics — Water System Age

Age

Obs
756

Mean
19.099

Std. Dev
10.735

Min
1

Max
82

All Reserves

206

17.694

9.204

1

61

BWA Present

515

19.588

11.201

1

82

No BWA Present

Distance to Closest Proximal Resource or Industrial Site
A variable capturing the natural log of the straight line distance between each reserve and its
closest resource or industrial site18 is included in the analysis. This variable is included to
account for the potential effect that proximity to these types of economic activities may have on
a system’s susceptibility to contamination and quality issues. The natural log of this distance was
used to control for outliers in the data. This variable was available for almost all water systems in
my data set (779 of 804), and summary statistics are presented in Table 13 below (for real
distances, in kilometres).
Table 13: Summary Statistics — Reserve Distance to Closest Resource/Industrial Site (m)
Distance to
Closest
Resource or
Industrial Site
(m)

Obs
779

Mean
1122.071

Std. Dev
1760.461

Min
1.280

Max
11462.58

All Reserves

202

1325.063

1868.571

6.840

11462.58

BWA Present

542

1083.187

1727.862

1.280

10591.33

No BWA Present

Ten-Year Average of Annual Temperature Range and Precipitation
Ten-year average annual temperature range is included in the model to account for the effect of
18

The following activities are included in the category of resource and industrial sites: mining, solid and liquid waste
dumping sites, lumber yards, petrochemical storage facilities, gas and oil facilities, auto wreckers, and stockyards.
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extreme temperature variation on a water system’s susceptibility to risk. Temperature range is
defined as the difference between annual maximum and annual minimum temperatures. Large
amounts of temperature fluctuation can influence a water system’s susceptibility to pollution
infiltration, by affecting pipe-soil interactions and frost load effects that contribute to water main
deterioration (Rajani and Kleiner 2001). Ten-year average total annual precipitation is also
included for each water system. This is to account for the potential effect of excessive
precipitation on pollution infiltration into surface sources through run-off, or groundwater
sources and fractured distribution pipes through soil infiltration.
Temperature and precipitation data is available for 707 and 706 of the water systems in
my data set, respectively. The temperature variable is scaled to tens of degrees Celsius, and the
precipitation variable is scaled to hundreds of milliletres (or tens of centimetres) for use in the
analysis. It should be noted that it is the most geographically isolated reserves that do not have
available climate data, as they did not have a weather station within a sufficiently proximity; this
may introduce some selection bias into the model. Summary data for these variables (in original,
un-scaled values) is presented in Table 14 below.
Table 14: Summary Statistics — Ten Year Average Temperature Range and Precipitation
10 Year
Average
Temperature
Range

Ten Year
Average
Precipitation

Obs
707

Mean
40.142

Std. Dev
9.464

Min
14.145

Max
54.136

All Reserves

190

42.088

9.127

14.145

51.818

BWA Present

486
706

39.505
720.874

9.745
432.177

15.293
202.682

54.136
3297.145

No BWA Present
All Reserves

190

676.694

408.914

252.827

3297.145

BWA Present

485

710.203

439.159

202.682

3297.145

No BWA Present

III.iii. Sensitivity Analysis
As a sensitivity, I include two POPCTR water system characteristics in the MTA Participation
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Model: POPCTR groundwater reliance, and the number of POPCTR water treatment plants. I
also include a First Nation education variable – the percentage of the Band population without a
highschool diploma – as a sensitivity in both the MTA Participation and BWA Models. I ran the
joint estimation again with the inclusion of these variables, in addition to the independent probit
models, to see if there was a change in the Wald test results. These additional variables were
only included as a sensitivity because they significantly reduce my sample size (due to missing
data), and introduce potential selection bias to the model. They do not have a significant effect
on my key findings, indicating that my base model is robust.
POPCTR Water System Characteristics
Two POPCTR water system characteristics are included as a sensitivity in the MTA Participation
Model. The first captures the percentage of total water sources available to each POPCTR that
are from groundwater. This variable is included as a sensitivity to account for differences in
usage constraints between groundwater and surface water sources (ie. groundwater sources tend
to require more budgeted use, as they are susceptible to overdraft or depletion). POPCTRs that
are more reliant on groundwater may be reluctant to pursue a MTA, as water scarcity may be
more of an issue for these communities. This variable is only available for POPCTRs
neighbouring 431 of the reserves in my data set, which is why it is only included as a sensitivity.
The second POPCTR water system characteristic included as a sensitivity is the number
of POPCTR water treatment plants. Like groundwater reliance, this variable is only available for
POPCTRs neighbouring a limited number of reserves in my dataset (607 of 804). A POPCTR
may have a higher number of treatment plants to accommodate different water sources, or
growing demand. Therefore, while this variable cannot be interpreted as a measure of the scale
of a water system, it does say something about the diversity of sources available to a system, or
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possibly increasing consumption. Table 15 below provides summary statistics for both variables.
Table 15: Summary Statistics — POPCTR Groundwater Reliance and Treatment Plants
Obs
431
Percentage of Available
Water Sources That Are
Groundwater

Number of
Water Treatment
Plants

Mean
32.128

Std. Dev
43.521

Min
0

Max
100

All POPCTRs

68

25.926

39.305

0

100

MTA

363
607

33.289
1.132

44.220
1.242

0
0

100
9

No MTA
All POPCTRs

105

1.524

1.830

0

9

MTA

1.065

0

9

No MTA

502

1.050

Percentage of Band Population Without a Highschool Diploma
For each First Nation governing each water system in my data set, this variable indicates the
percentage of the Band population without a highschool diploma. This variable was only
available for 413 water systems in my data set, and its inclusion severely limits the sample size
of the joint estimation (to the point where a Wald Test is not feasible), and the independent
probit estimations. Summary data is presented in Table 16 below.
Table 16: Summary Statistics — Percentage of Band Population Without Highschool

Percentage
of Band
Population
Without
Highschool

Obs
413

Mean
59.687

Std. Dev
15.827

Min
23.256

Max
97.826

All Reserves

71

53.418

14.886

23.256

85.841

MTA

342

60.989

15.726

27.119

97.826

No MTA

103

65.129

14.140

32.374

93.75

BWA

290

58.913

15.762

27.119

97.826

No BWA

IV. Data Sources
Water System Classification Data
The data used to describe each of the drinking water systems in my data set is taken from the
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2011 “National Assessment of First Nations Water and Wastewater Systems”, commissioned by
AANDC (Neegan Burnside 2011). This report is the result of an extensive survey of reserve
drinking water systems conducted by the engineering firm Neegan Burnside, which consisted of
site visits to every participating reserve, and the testing of all aspects of system performance (for
the site visit methodology used by water system surveyors for this study, see Appendix D). This
report includes both descriptive data on the characteristics of each drinking water system, as well
as data on drinking water quality indicators and drinking water risk exposure.
Data Characterizing Reserves and POPCTRs
Reserve areas, populations, and population densities were taken from the Aboriginal Population
Profiles of the 2006 Canadian census (Statistics Canada 2010a). The Band education variable
used as a sensitivity in both the MTA Participation Model and the BWA Model (the percentage
of the Band population without a highschool diploma) was calculated from data taken from the
same source. POPCTR populations were acquired using the 2006 Statistics Canada census
GeoSearch tool (Statistics Canada 2009b). Census data from 2006 was used because at the time
of data collection 2011 Aboriginal Population Profiles were not yet available; and also because
the Neegan Burnside water system surveys took place between 2009 and 2010, and I did not
want the demographic data to post-date the survey data. POPCTR areas were calculated using
GIS software, and census POPCTR boundary files (Statistics Canada 2007b). Population
densities for each POPCTR had to be calculated manually, using the population and area data
obtained from Statistics Canada.
Distance Variables
Both of the distance variables included in my data set – the measure of the distance between each
reserve and its closest POPCTR, and the measure of the distance between each reserve and its
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closest resource or industrial site – were calculated using GIS software. Each reserve in the data
set was paired with its closest neighbouring POPCTR using its longitude and latitude coordinates
(Statistics Canada 2007a), and the longitude and latitude coordinates of all census classified
POPCTRs in Canada (Statistics Canada 2007b). Reserve proximities to the closest resource or
industrial sites were calculated again using the longitude and latitude coordinates of each reserve,
and shapefiles of all of the resource and industrial sites in each Canadian Province, published by
DMTI Spatial Inc (2012).
Climate Variables
The temperature and precipitation data used in this analysis was taken from the Environment
Canada weather stations in closest proximity to each reserve (with the cutoff distance being 200
kilometres between the reserve and the station). Reserves were paired to weather stations
according to their longitude and latitude coordinates, which were searched through the
Environment Canada historic climate database (Environment Canada 2014).
Environment Canada provides maximum and minimum temperature measures for each
month at each of their weather stations. The difference between the highest monthly maximum
temperature and lowest monthly minimum temperature in each year was the measure of annual
temperature range used for each weather station. The ten-year average of these temperature
ranges was then calculated. Environment Canada also provides monthly measures of total
precipitation for each of their weather stations. These monthly precipitation measures were used
to calculate total annual precipitation, and then ten-year average annual precipitation, for every
weather station in the data set. In some cases, data for the most recent years was not available for
calculating ten-year averages (most stations had data up to 2012 being the most recent); in those
cases, the next closest weather station with more recent available data was used. In cases where
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there was not a next closest weather station, the most recent available data at the closest weather
station was used, with the cutoff ten year range being 1996-2006. For reserves that did not have a
weather station within 200 kilometres, or one with data between 1996-2006 or more recent, this
data was omitted.
Population Centre Water System Data
The additional POPCTR water system characteristics used as a sensitivity in the MTA
Participation Model were taken from Pricing and Usage reports published by Environment
Canada, based on the 2009 Municipal Water and Wastewater Survey. These reports are available
through the Environment Canada Water website (Environment Canada 2013a).
V. Empirical Hypotheses
My hypotheses for the MTA Participation Model are based on the cost constraints of centralized
drinking water provision, the ways that community characteristics influence these costs, and how
this may affect a First Nation or POPCTR’s decision to pursue a MTA. I have three key
hypotheses for this model. First, I hypothesize that the variable capturing the distance between
each reserve and its closest neighboring POPCTR will have a negative and significant marginal
effect, indicating that as this distance increases MTAs are less likely to emerge. I expect this
outcome because the costs of drinking water distribution increase exponentially as the distance
from the source to serviced households increases, disincentivizing the transportation of treated
water across large distances. As a result, the costs to First Nations of purchasing of treated water
from a neighbouring POPCTR will increase substantially as the distance to that POPCTR
increases, making it extremely costly for reserves to have MTAs with POPCTRs that are not
their close neighbours. Second, I expect reserves with higher population densities to be more
likely to enter in to MTAs; so I expect the variable capturing reserve population density to be
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positive and significant. This hypothesis also draws from the costs of drinking water distribution,
as large water distribution networks – either piped or trucked — are less costly in communities
with denser populations, as shorter distances between connections require less infrastructure and
energy for water transportation. Therefore, I expect reserves with denser populations to be more
likely to pursue a large centralized water distribution network from a single treatment source in a
neighbouring POPCTR, as the per capita costs of doing so will be relatively low. Finally, I
expect that both reserves and POPCTRs with low populations will be more likely to pursue
MTAs, to take advantage of economies of scale in drinking water treatment. So I expect the
variables capturing reserve and POPCTR population to both have a negative and significant
marginal effect, indicating that as population size increases, MTAs are less likely to emerge.
For the BWA Model, I hypothesize that the presence of a MTA will significantly reduce
the likelihood of a BWA being in effect on a reserve, controlling for other potential factors
influencing drinking water risk. I expect this outcome because water service providers in
Canadian POPCTRs are held to an enforceable Provincial drinking water quality standard and
accompanying monitoring regime that does not apply to reserves. Therefore, I hypothesize that
the dummy variable capturing MTA participation will have a large negative and statistically
significant marginal effect.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Results
I. Introduction
In this chapter I present the results of my empirical analysis. As explained in Chapter 4, a
recursive bivariate probit model was first used to jointly estimate the MTA Participation Model
and the BWA Model simultaneously. The results of the joint estimation for the base model (the
simplest model, without the inclusion of any sensitivity variables) are presented in Table 23 and
24 of Appendix F. A Wald Test on these results indicates that the two models should be run as
independent probits, as the tetrachoric correlation is not found to be significantly different from
zero (complete Wald Test results are presented in Table 22 of Appendix E). Therefore, I am
confident that separate probit estimates for the MTA Participation Model and BWA Model
provide the most robust results, and these are the results reported here.
Tables presenting the full results of both models, for the base models and the sensitivity
analyses, are reported in Tables 25 to 29 of Appendix F. Here, I present results for the variables
that are relevant to my empirical hypotheses, as well as other statistically and economically
significant results. I first report the results of my base model, and then briefly discuss the results
of my sensitivity analyses. My key findings are consistent across all models, with the inclusion
of all sensitivity variables.
II. MTA Participation Model Results
Distance Between Reserve and Closest Neighbouring POPCTR
The natural log of the distance between each reserve and its closest proximal POPCTR was
found to have a negative and statistically significant (at a 1% significance level) effect on the
probability of a reserve participating in a MTA, with a marginal effect of -0.0923. This marginal
effect can be interpreted to indicate that a 1 kilometre change in the distance between a reserve
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and a POPCTR decreases the probability of a MTA emerging by approximately 0.1%19. This
supports my hypothesis that reserves and POPCTRs located in closer proximity to each other
will be more likely to participate in a MTA, due to water distribution costs that increase
exponentially as the distance from source to households increases.
Reserve Population and Population Density
Reserve population was found to have a negative effect on the probability of MTA participation,
at a 1% significance level. With a marginal effect of -0.0109, this result indicates that for every
additional 100 persons residing on a reserve, the probability of MTA participation decreases by
approximately 1%. This finding supports my hypothesis that reserves with smaller populations
will be more likely to pursue MTAs, because their populations are too small to make centralized
drinking water treatment economically viable.
Reserve population density was found to have a positive effect on the probability of a
MTA emerging. Like population, this variable was found to be significant at the 1% level. The
marginal effect is 0.0382, indicating that an increase in reserve population density of 100 persons
per square kilometer increases the probability of MTA participation by approximately 4%. This
supports my hypothesis that reserves with larger population densities will be more likely to
participate in MTAs, as the costs of centralized water distribution from a single source like a
neighbouring POPCTR are less prohibitive in these communities.
POPCTR Area and Population
POPCTR population was found to have a negative and significant (at a 10% significance level)
effect on the probability of MTA participation. This supports my hypothesis that POPCTRs with
19

For logged variables, the marginal effect is calculated as follows:

(

)

(

) . Therefore, (

)(

) is

can be interpreted as the change in (
) given a 1% increase in . So to get the unit change in the dependent
variable that results from a percentage change in a logged continuous variable simply requires dividing the marginal
effect produced by STATA by 100 (or conversely, not multiplying the marginal effect produced by STATA by 100
to get the percentage change) (Woolridge 2009).
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smaller populations are more likely to pursue MTAs to take advantage of economies of scale in
drinking water treatment. However, it only had a marginal effect of approximately -0.0001,
indicating that an increase in POPCTR population by 100 persons decreases the probability of
MTA participation by only 0.01%. So, though this variable was found to be statistically
significant, the small marginal effect does not indicate that it is very economically significant.
POPCTR population density was also found to be significant, at a 1% significance level,
with a marginal effect of 0.0129. This indicates that as POPCTR population density increases by
100 persons per square kilometre, the probability of a MTA emerging increases by
approximately 1.3%. This result may reflect that POPCTRs with larger population densities are
more likely to have a large centralized water distribution network in place (as opposed to
independent well water service, or a very small water distribution system), and therefore would
be more likely to be in a position to service a neighbouring reserve.
Provincial Jurisdiction
Reserves located in Alberta and Manitoba are found to be 36% and 20% more likely to
participate in MTAs, compared to reserves located in Ontario (at a significance level of 1% and
5%, respectively). This indicates that these Provinces may have institutional characteristics that
make the negotiation of MTAs less costly; or that there may be characteristics unique to reserves
and POPCTRs in these Provinces that make MTA participation more likely. For example,
reserves and POPCTRs located in certain areas of the Province of Alberta may face higher costs
of drinking water treatment due to exposure to oilsands activities, which may encourage MTAs.
II.i. Sensitivity Analysis
Additional POPCTR Water System Characteristics
A variable capturing POPCTR groundwater reliance (defined as the percentage of water sources
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available to the POPCTR coming from groundwater) and a variable capturing the number of
treatment plants in each POPCTR were included as a sensitivity in the MTA Participation
Model. The recursive bivariate probit estimation was re-run with the inclusion of these variables,
but the results of the Wald Test did not significantly change (See Table 22, Appendix E). When
the independent probit estimation was repeated for the MTA Participation Model with the
inclusion of these variables, the sample size was almost halved (reduced from 673 observations
to 372 observations). In spite of this significant reduction in sample size, the key findings from
the base model remain fairly consistent, with few changes. The sensitivity variables themselves
were not found to be statistically significant.
One key change between the base model results and this sensitivity analysis is that the
variables capturing reserve and POPCTR area became significant, with marginal effects of
0.0394 and 0.2788. This tells a similar story to the population density variables, indicating that
communities with larger surface areas will be less likely to pursue MTAs, likely because the
costs of centralized water distribution are too high. POPCTR population density ceases to be
significant with the inclusion of these variables, though the marginal effect changes only slightly.
The dummy variable indicating when reserves are located in the Province of Manitoba also
ceased to be significant, though the dummy variable for the Province of Alberta continued to be
significant with a slight increase in the marginal effect. The distance variable experienced the
greatest change in the magnitude of its marginal effect compared to the base model results; it was
reduced, from -0.0923 to -0.0543 (though its significance level remained the same). Aside from
these differences, there were only minor changes in significance and marginal effects from the
base model results. It is not possible to determine if these changes in significance are the result of
actual statistical relationships, or the large reduction in sample size. Table 17 below outlines the
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main differences between the base model results, and the model results with the inclusion of
these POPCTR water system characteristics (only reporting significant results).
Table 17: MTA Participation Model Marginal Effects — Base Model and Base Model with
Additional POPCT Water System Characteristics

Variable
Natural Log of Distance Between Reserve
and POPCT

Base Model
Marginal
Effect
P-Value

Base Model with Additional
POPCT Water System
Characteristics
Marginal
Effect
P-Value

-0.0923

0.000***

-0.0543

0.001***

Reserve Population (100s)

-0.0109

0.001***

-0.0150

0.001***

Reserve Area (100s of kilometres)
Reserve Population Density (100s of
persons/
)

0.0206

0.292

0.0394

0.031**

0.0382

0.000***

0.0295

0.006***

POPCTR Population (100s)

-0.0001

0.070*

-0.0002

0.003***

POPCTR Area (100s of kilometres)
POPCTR Population Density (100s of
persons/
)

0.0776

0.135

0.2788

0.003***

0.0129

0.006***

0.0130

0.103

Reserve Located in Alberta

0.3605

0.000***

0.3992

0.002***

Reserve Located in Manitoba

0.2019

0.049**

0.1112

0.343

First Nation Band Education
An education variable for the First Nation Band governing each reserve in my data set was also
included as a sensitivity analysis. This variable captures the percentage of each Band population
without a highschool diploma. The inclusion of this variable reduced the sample size of the
model significantly, from 673 observations to 369 observations. The joint estimation was re-run,
but the Wald Test could not be estimated (due to the sample size reduction). The education
variable itself was not found to be significant, and the changes from the base model results that
arise from its inclusion are very similar to the changes that occurred with the inclusion of the
additional POPCTR water system characteristics. Reserve and POPCTR area become significant,
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and POPCTR population density ceases to be significant. The dummy variable capturing when
reserve are located in the Province of Manitoba also ceases to be significant, as does POPCTR
population density. And as with the inclusion of the additional POPCTR water system
characteristics, it is highly possible that these changes are simply the result of the large reduction
in sample size. Table 18 below provides a comparison of the MTA Participation Base Model and
the results of this sensitivity analysis.
Table 18: MTA Participation Model Marginal Effects — Base Model and Base Model with
First Nation Band Education Variable

Variable
Natural Log of Distance Between Reserve
and POPCTR

Base Model
Marginal
Effect
P-Value

Base Model with First
Nation Band Education
Variable
Marginal
Effect
P-Value

-0.0923

0.000***

-0.0842

0.000***

Reserve Population (100s)

-0.0109

0.001***

-0.0128

0.000***

Reserve Area (100s of kilometres)
Reserve Population Density (100s of
persons/
)

0.0206

0.292

0.0283

0.078*

0.0382

0.000***

0.0437

0.000***

POPCTR Population (100s)

-0.0001

0.070*

-0.0001

0.081*

POPCTR Area (100s of kilometres)
POPCTR Population Density (100s of
persons/
)

0.0776

0.135

0.1210

0.093*

0.0129

0.006***

0.0076

0.276

Reserve Located in Alberta

0.3605

0.000***

0.3590

0.004***

Reserve Located in Manitoba

0.2019

0.049**

0.0133

0.916

III. BWA Model Results
MTA Participation
Participation in a MTA is found to have a negative and statistically significant effect on the
probability of a BWA being in effect on a reserve. The estimated marginal effect is fairly large,
at -0.1448, at a 5% significance level (with a p-value of 0.042). This can be interpreted to
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indicate that participation in a MTA reduces the likelihood of a BWA being in effect on a reserve
by approximately 14.5%. This supports my hypothesis that reserves participating in MTAs are
less likely to have a BWA in effect, as their water is being sourced from a Provincially
monitored treatment facility.
Independent System With Ground Water Source
The dummy variable indicating when a reserve is serviced by an independent water system
drawing from a groundwater source is found to have a negative and statistically significant effect
on the likelihood of a reserve being under a BWA. This result is significant at a 10% significance
level, with a marginal effect of -0.0803. This indicates that reserves with independent systems
serviced by groundwater are approximately 8% less likely to have a BWA in effect. This likely
reflects the fact that reserves drawing from groundwater sources face less exposure to drinking
water risk than those drawing from surface water sources or GUDI sources, as groundwater
sources are not as susceptible to pollution (ie. from rainfall runoff, or other forms of point and
non-point source pollution).
Maximum Daily Volume (100s of cubic metres per day)
The variable capturing the maximum daily volume of each water system (in hundreds of cubic
metres per day) was found to have a negative and significant effect on the probability of a BWA
being present on a reserve. This finding indicates that water systems treating larger volumes of
water are less prone to quality concerns. This may reflect the fact that larger water systems are
more efficient, being able to take advantage of economies of scale in treatment, and are therefore
less likely to have water quality issues. The marginal effect is -0.0100, at a 10% significance
level; indicating that an increase in maximum daily volume by 100 cubic metres per day
decreases the likelihood of a BWA by approximately 1%.
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Ten-Year Average Temperature Range
The variable capturing ten-year average temperature range was found to have a positive and
statistically significant effect on the probability of a BWA being in effect on a reserve. The
marginal effect is 0.0882, at a 1% significance level (with a p-value of 0.008). This can be
interpreted to indicate that a 10°C change in ten-year average temperature range increases the
likelihood of a BWA being in effect on a reserve by approximately 9%. This likely reflects the
effect of high temperature variance on a drinking water system’s exposure to risk, through
damages caused by the freezing and thawing of pipes and changes to pipe soil interactions, that
can heighten the potential for pollution to infiltrated water mains through the soil.
III.i. Sensitivity Analysis: Band Education Variable
The inclusion of an education variable into the BWA Model reduced the sample size
significantly, from 470 to 263 observations. This variable itself was not found to be significant.
With its inclusion, the MTA participation variable was the only variable in the model that
remained statistically significant. Table 19 below provides a comparison of the BWA base model
to the results with the inclusion of this additional education variable. It is impossible to discern if
these changes in significance are the result of the variable itself, or the reduction in sample size.
Table 19: BWA Model Marginal Effects — Base Model and Base Model with First Nation
Band Education Variable

Variable
MTA Participation
Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source (Dummy)
Maximum Daily Volume of Water System
(100s of cubic metres per day)
10 Year Average Temperature Range
(Degrees Celsius)

Base Model
Marginal
Effect
P-Value

Base Model with First
Nation Band Education
Variable
Marginal
Effect
P-Value

-0.1448

0.042**

-0.1676

0.077*

-0.0803

0.093*

-0.0738

0.261

-0.0100

0.062*

-0.0072

0.206

0.0882

0.008***

0.0584

0.229
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CHAPTER SIX: Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter I provide a discussion of the results presented in Chapter Five, identifying the
limitations of my analysis. I then discuss the implications of my results for future policy
development surrounding this issue, and suggest areas for future research.
I. Discussion of Results
The number of Municipal Type Agreements (MTAs) between Canadian reserves and population
centres (POPCTRs) has been increasing in recent years, in part due to support from Aboriginal
Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) and active promotion by the Canadian
Federation of Municipalities (FCM). These agreements allow a POPCTR to take advantage of
economies of scale in drinking water treatment, and allow reserves to forfeit the costs associated
with constructing and (or) maintaining their own drinking water treatment facilities. This
removes poorly performing small water systems from operation on reserves, and allows systems
in POPCTRs to grow larger and more efficient. It also allows First Nations to transfer the costs
of water quality monitoring to Canadian Provinces, and ensure that reserve households are
serviced by drinking water that comes from a Provincially monitored treatment facility,
achieving Provincial standards for safety and quality. The two objectives of this thesis were: 1)
to identify factors influencing the emergence of MTAs – focusing on First Nation and POPCTR
characteristics that may influence cooperation — and, 2) to determine if MTAs have the
potential to improve drinking water quality and safety on reserves.
My results highlight some key factors influencing the emergence of MTAs. First,
reserves in closer proximity to Canadian POPCTRs are much more likely to participate in
MTAs. Due to the significant costs associated with transporting water across large distances,
MTAs are not feasible if reserves are geographically isolated. My findings also indicate that
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reserves with smaller populations and larger population densities, are more likely to participate
in MTAs. The negative and significant result for the reserve population variable likely indicates
that reserves with smaller populations cannot take advantage of economies of scale in drinking
water treatment due to an insufficient level of demand, and pursue MTAs to avoid the high
capital costs associated with water treatment facility construction and (or) maintenance. The
positive and significant result for reserve population density likely indicates that reserves with
larger population densities face lower per capita costs associated with having a large centralized
water distribution network from a single source in a neighbouring POPCTR, and are therefore
more likely to pursue MTAs. In contrast, reserves with smaller population densities are more
likely to have small distribution networks servicing a portion (or portions) of the population,
rather than take on the significant costs that would be associated with distributing water from a
single POPCTR source to a small number of households across a large service area.
My results also indicate that POPCTRs with large population densities are more likely to
pursue MTAs. This finding likely reflects the fact that POPCTRs with larger population densities
will be more likely to have a large centralized drinking water distribution network in place (as
opposed to having all or the majority of their community population serviced by independent
wells, or having a small distribution network servicing a small portion of their community), that
can potentially be expanded to service a neighbouring reserve.
Additionally, my results indicate that MTAs are more likely to emerge in the Provinces
of Alberta and Manitoba, compared to the province of Ontario. This may reflect institutional
differences that exist in these Provinces that make the negotiation of MTAs less costly for First
Nations and POPCTRs. It may also reflect characteristics of reserves or POCPTRs unique to
these Provinces that make the emergence of MTAs more likely. For example, as Figure 5
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(Chapter Two, Section III pp. 16) demonstrates, many of the MTAs in Alberta are located around
oilsands activities; Exposure to this type of environmental pollution may make MTAs more
likely to emerge, as a means for neighbouring communities to share on water treatment costs.
My results also illuminate the potential role of MTAs for improving water quality on
reserves. I find that participation in a MTA does have a statistically significant effect on reducing
the likelihood of a boil water advisory (BWA) being in effect on a reserve. My results also shed
light on other water system characteristic that may influence a reserve’s susceptibility to water
quality issues. Reserves operating independent water systems drawing from groundwater sources
have a lowered probability of having a BWA in effect. This likely reflects the fact that
groundwater sources are less susceptible to point and non-point source pollution. Additionally,
water systems with large maximum daily volumes were found to be less likely to have a BWA in
effect. This may indicate that water systems handling larger volumes of water are more efficient
and less susceptible to water quality issues. My results also indicate that water systems located in
areas with more variable temperatures have a higher probability of being under a BWA. This is
likely due to the risks that freezing and thawing introduce into a water system, by increasing the
potential for pollution infiltration through damaged pipe mains.
The main findings for the MTA participation model do not vary significantly with the
inclusion of additional POPCTR water system characteristics and a First Nation Band education
variable used for sensitivity analysis. The inclusion of the First Nation Band education variable
in the BWA model eliminates the significance of all explanatory variables but the MTA
participation variable, most likely due to the significant decrease in sample size. However, in
spite of these differences, the key findings related to my empirical hypotheses do not vary with
the inclusion of these sensitivity variables. I am therefore confident that these findings are robust.
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II. Implications of Results
While MTAs have been gaining popularity in recent years, the study of service provision
contracts between reserves and POPCTRs is largely non-existent to date. This study contributes
to a growing economic literature on inter-local cooperation for service provision. This research is
novel, in that it investigates a context in which these service contracts are emerging between two
very different local governments within different jurisdictions. Much of the literature on interlocal service provision contracts stresses the importance of homogeneity between contracting
communities, as a factor in reducing the transaction costs of negotiation (Feiock 2007; Shrestha
2005). The fact that MTAs continue to emerge between First Nations and POPCTRs that are
very political and culturally heterogeneous appears to be strong evidence of welfare gains.
My results lend support to the promotion of MTAs as a feasible solution to drinking
water provision challenges, and drinking water safety concerns on reserves. MTAs are a costeffective alternative to sinking large amounts of money into reserve treatment facilities that are
small and inefficient, in communities that lack the monitoring capacity to ensure water safety.
AANDC’s current position on MTAs is that they should be encouraged in situations where they
are the least cost alternative to independent service provision. AANDC provides funding and
support to Bands with MTAs in these cases (AANDC 2011b; INAC 2009), and also provides
funding to the FCM’s First Nation—Municipal Infrastructure Partnership Program, which seeks
to encourage these agreements by providing resources to potential partners that help to reduce
transaction costs. My results indicate that AANDC should continue funding these efforts.
There are many reserves that lie within a feasible geographic distance to a potential MTA
partner, that do not have an existing MTA. There are 654 independent water systems in my data
set. Of these 654 independent systems, 307 are located on reserves that are within 32.59
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Figure 10: First Nation Reserves in Ontario With MTAs, and Their Proximities to Urban
Areas

Source: Author and data references contained in figure.
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kilometres of a neighbouring POPCTR, which is the mean distance between reserves and
POPCTRs for the subset of reserves with MTAs20. In Ontario alone (which contains only 12
reserves with MTAs) 48 reserves fall within a suitable geographic distance21 of a potential MTA
partner, but do not have an existing agreement. Figure 10 above shows the locations of these
reserves, as well as the locations of all reserves in Ontario with existing MTAs. Some of these
potential partnerships may have failed to arise due to constraints faced by the POPCTR (such as
already strained water service infrastructure, or finite drinking water sources), or a hesitance on
the part of a First Nation Band to relinquish control over an essential service to an outside party.
However, in many of these cases, prohibitively high transaction costs may be preventing a
mutually beneficial MTA from emerging. These costs can arise due to low social capital between
the communities, high costs of negotiating across jurisdictions, and difference in political
preferences between communities and among community leaders.
There is a large untapped potential in the area of inter-local cooperation between First
Nations and neighbouring POPCTRs. This is true not only for drinking water provision, but for
other areas of community service provision as well. My research provides evidence to suggest
that there may be significant welfare gains associated with increasing funding to initiatives that
help to encourage this inter-local cooperation between First Nations and POPCTRs, and aid in
reducing the costs associated with facilitating this cooperation.
III. Recommendations For Future Research
To date, there has been no research that has looked extensively at the MTA negotiation process,
20

This distance is significantly greater than the distance that the FCM considers to be feasible for MTAs (five
kilometres). However, this mean distance includes trucked distribution in addition to piped distribution, and trucked
distribution is feasible across larger distances. The number of water systems on non-MTA participating reserves that
fall with the FCMs ‘feasible’ distance for a piped water MTA is only 34.
21
This distance was determined by taking the maximum distance between a reserve and POPCT in a case where a
MTA was in place (thirteen kilometres), and using that as the “cutoff” distance, outside of which a MTA was
considered infeasible.
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or the similarities or differences in the terms and conditions of MTA contracts in different
geographic contexts. Case study research on the emergence of successful MTAs (or cases where
MTA negotiation has failed) in specific contexts may help to shed light on the contract
negotiation process, and the associated costs. A better understanding of these costs would help to
improve policy efforts to facilitate inter-local cooperation between reserves and POPCTRs.
In many small and remote First Nation communities MTAs are simply not a feasible
method of drinking water service provision. This is due to the unavailability of potential MTA
partners, or population densities that are so low that piped or trucked water distribution systems
are not feasible. There is a need to investigate alternative methods of improving drinking water
provision and drinking water safety in these communities. Research investigating the feasibility
of drinking water treatment and storage technology that can be used at the household level on
these reserves is an important next step. The Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation
Technology, for example, provides a variety of resources and training on household water
treatment and storage in developing countries (CAWST 2011). There is a need for an assessment
of the feasibility of the use of these types of technologies, and others, on the smallest and most
remote reserves.
III. Conclusion
This study aimed to identify factors influencing the emergence of MTAs between reserves and
their neighbouring POPCTRs, and to determine if these MTAs have a significant effect on
reducing the probability of BWAs being present on reserves. Specifically, I evaluated the effect
of the surface area, population, and population density of reserves and their neighbouring
POPCTRs, and their geographic proximities, on the probability of the emergence of a MTA. I
then evaluated the effect of MTAs on the probability of a BWA being in effect on a reserve,
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while controlling for other factors that may affect a drinking water system’s exposure to risk. My
results indicate that when reserves and POPCTRs are in closer proximity to each other, a MTA is
more likely to emerge. My results also indicate that reserves with smaller populations and larger
population densities are more likely to participate in MTAs; and that POPCTRs with smaller
populations and larger areas are more likely to participate in MTAs. MTAs are also more likely
to emerge in the Provinces of Alberta and Manitoba. Controlling for other factors influencing
drinking water risk, I find that MTAs significantly reduce the probability of a BWA being in
effect on a reserve.
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APPENDIX A: The Costs of Centralized Drinking Water Service Provision
In the U.S. in the 1970s, a debate as to the optimal size of water utilities spurred investigations
into potential economies of scale22 in drinking water provision (Abbot and Cohen 2009).
Throughout the 1990s, drinking water supply reforms in Europe – particularly in the UK — led
to additional research in this area. Most of this research involved estimating the productivity and
efficiency of drinking water systems, to determine if they were operating optimally. Abbott and
Cohen (2009) provide a review of the various statistical techniques most commonly used to
determine the productivity and efficiency of the water sector, which include: partial and total
factor productivity measures, econometric measures, stochastic frontier measures and data
envelopment analysis. Their review found the estimation of cost functions to be the most
commonly used technique. There have been several significant studies over the past few decades
that have attempted to construct cost functions for drinking water provision in order to determine
efficient levels of production (Kim and Clark 1988; Boisvert and Schmit 1997; Antolioni and
Filippini 2001; Garcia and Thomas 2001; Sauer 2005).
Drinking water treatment and distribution costs interact differently with geographic,
demographic and environmental factors in specific contexts to determine optimal or efficient
firm size at the point at which economies of scale are exhausted. For the sake of this thesis, the
term ‘efficiency’ will be used to describe the level of output where average costs are minimized.
The efficient level of output of a drinking water system can vary significantly from location to
location (Abbott and Cohen 2009; Renzetti 2009). For example, costs of water extraction can
vary significantly between different geographic regions depending on differences in regional

22

Economies of scale being defined as cases where the cost per unit of drinking water provided decreases as total
output increases. This occurs in situations where there are high initial fixed costs and constant marginal costs (or less
commonly, low fixed costs and declining marginal costs), resulting in an average cost that decreases with rising
output.
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hydrological environments, and whether water is extracted from ground or surface sources
(Sauer 2005). Additionally, there is a general consensus that distribution costs have a
counteracting effect on economies of scale in drinking water treatment; that is, economies of
scale achieved by expanding drinking water treatment are diminished as distribution area
increases (Boisvert and Schmit 1997; Kim and Clarke 1988).
The capital costs of drinking water treatment are generally represented as the large fixed
costs incurred during initial plant construction, while operation and maintenance costs are
generally represented as an exponential function of some measure of output (either units of water
or population serviced). For example, treatment costs can be represented very simply as:
[1]
Where

represents treatment costs,

represents fixed capital costs associated with plant

construction (which will vary in magnitude depending on plant size),
maintenance cost per unit output, and

is output. The exponent

is the operation and
falls between 0 and 1, with

indicating increasing returns to scale. The exponent is a function of
scale are diminished as

as returns to

increases. As shown in Figure A.1, treatment costs first increase at a

decreasing rate. After a certain level of Y is reached, returns to scale are exhausted and treatment
costs begin to rise at an increasing rate.
Initial capital costs associated with water treatment plant construction are substantial,
resulting in economies of scale and contributing to the creation of natural monopolies in drinking
water provision (Abbott and Cohen 2009). Most studies have found that economies of scale are
more pronounced for smaller utilities. Kim and Clarke (1988), in their analysis of data from 60
drinking water systems in the U.S. collected by the EPA in 1973, found that the ‘small’ systems
in their sample (which, while not clearly defined, start from as low as 16,000 gallons of output
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per day compared to the 373 million gallons of output produced by the largest system (Kim
1985) exhibited large economies of scale while large systems exhibited moderate diseconomies,
providing clear evidence of scale economies being exhausted as firm size grows. In their review
of 69 studies in the area of drinking water provision efficiency, Abbott and Cohen (2009) found
that most of those studies evaluating small water businesses generally found that economies of
scale could be reaped if output was expanded.
Figure A.1: Treatment Cost of Drinking Water Provision

As with treatment costs, both capital and energy costs associated with drinking water
distribution are represented as a function of some measure of output. For example, as:
[
Where

is the total distribution cost,

(

)

]

[2]

is the fixed cost associated with initial

distribution system setup (ie. laying central lines that will transport treated water from the
treatment facility to the distribution network),

is the energy cost per unit of output transported
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through the system,

is pipe length, and

is the number of residential and non-residential

service connections. Both the energy and infrastructure elements of distribution costs increase
exponentially as output increases, but to varying degrees (i.e.

). Figure A.2 below provides

the general functional form of a drinking water distribution total cost function.
Figure A.2: Distribution Cost of Drinking Water Provision

Drinking water distribution costs account the majority of the total cost of drinking water
provision (Abbott and Cohen 2009; Boisvert and Schmit 1997). Both the energy and
infrastructure elements of distribution costs increase exponentially as output increases, but to
varying degrees. Infrastructure costs rise as the distance from the water source increases, and as
more pipelines and connections are required. Additional pipe length also contributes to an
increase in the energy costs associated with moving water through the distribution system.
Together, this results in diseconomies of scale in water distribution, making large water networks
costly and impractical (Abbott and Cohen 2009; Bhattacharyya, Harris, Narayanan and Raffiee
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1995). Economies of scale that are gained in water treatment are lost in water distribution, and
the market size or size of the distribution system can offset economies of plant size (Kim and
Clarke 1988). There is, therefore, a tradeoff between economies of scale in drinking water
treatment and diseconomies of scale in drinking water distribution.
This tradeoff is made more pronounced in rural areas, where populations are more
dispersed, and greater pipe length is required to service fewer households. As a result, drinking
water systems in rural areas tend to be operating at an output level that is less than efficient in
terms of treatment size, as diseconomies of scale in distribution offset any benefits associated
with expanding output to capture economies of scale in treatment. This problem is exacerbated in
settings where water suppliers are bound to supplying an area that is defined by a municipality or
other small-scale government body, and economic criteria do not play a role in decisions about
quantity supplied. The distance separating rural communities also often makes the potential for
cooperation and joint water treatment impractical (Bhattacharyya et al. 1995). For example, a
2005 study evaluating 635 rural German water suppliers found the average firm size – as
determined administratively according to government established service regions – to be smaller
in terms of output (population serviced) than what the author determined to be efficient based on
minimum average cost calculations (Sauer 2005). The significant costs associated with drinking
water distribution result in all cases in an efficient firm size (in terms of output) that is smaller
when taking total costs into account than it would be if only treatment costs were considered
(Boisvert and Schmit 1995).
Figure A.3 demonstrates this tradeoff between economies of scale in treatment, and
diseconomies of scale in distribution and its influence on efficient firm size. The point YTC*
indicates the efficient level of drinking water output when both treatment costs and distribution
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costs are considered. YCT indicates the optimal level of drinking water output when only
treatment costs are considered. Diseconomies of scale in water distribution result in YTC* being
less than YCT, as the diseconomies of scale in distribution work against the economies of scale in
treatment (Figure A.3 is a modified version of a Figure appearing in Boisvert and Schmit 1995,
pp. 240).
Figure A.3: Treatment Cost, Distribution Cost, and Total Cost of Drinking Water
Provision
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APPENDIX B:
Table 20: Canadian Drinking Water Standards and Guidelines by Province/Territory
Jurisdiction
(Province/Territory)
Drinking Water Quality Standards as of 2011
Alberta
GCDWQ have been adopted as the Provincial standard.
British Columbia
GCDWQ have not been adopted, instead there is a Provincial
coliform standard in place. Other standards may be imposed on a
case-by-case basis.
Manitoba
GCDWQ have been adopted as Provincial Standard.
New Brunswick
GCDWQ have been adopted as the Provincial standard.
Newfoundland and
GCDWQ have been adopted as the Provincial guidelines for
Labrador
microbiological and chemical (but not radiological)
contaminants as laid out in Ministry policy.
Northwest Territories GCDWQ have been adopted as the Provincial standard.
Nova Scotia
GCDWQ have been adopted as the Provincial standard for
microbiological, physical and chemical (but not radiological)
contaminants.
Nunavut
Microbiological physical, chemical and radiological
characteristics are all addressed in Provincial legislation.
Ontario
Provincial standards for microbiological, chemical and
radiological standards equal or surpass GCDWQ. Standards also
exist to ensure the effectiveness of water treatment.
Prince Edward
Testing is required for microbiological and chemical analysis,
Island23
with testing requirements referencing GCDWQ. However,
standards are not binding.
Quebec
Mandated parameters exist for microbiological, inorganic,
organic and radioactive substances, as well as turbidity.
Saskatchewan
Standards are in place to regulate microbiological, chemical,
radiological and pesticide contaminants. Turbidity standards are
mandated according to source water and water treatment types.
Yukon
Public drinking water systems and bulk delivery systems
classified as ‘large’ must meet GCDWQ standards for
microbiological, chemical, and physical (but not radiological)
contaminants.
Source: Christensen, Randy. 2011. Waterproof 3 – Canada’s Drinking Water Report Card. Ecojustice: Toronto,
ON. http://www.ecojustice.ca/publications/files/waterproof-3 (accessed August 22nd 2013).

23

PEI is the only Province for which drinking water standards are not binding, though drinking water testing is
mandated.
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APPENDIX C: Summary Statistics
Table 21: Summary Statistics for Variables Included in Empirical Analysis
Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

MTA Participation

804

0.1866

0.3898

0

1

BWA in Effect

769

0.2809

0.4497

0

1

Natural Log of Distance From Reserve to
Closest Proximal Population Centre

758

3.2766

1.338

-1.971314

6.181

Reserve Area (100s of kms)

789

0.5199

1.296

0.0002

14.139

Reserve Population (100s)

764

5.676

7.325

0.05

51.71

Reserve Population Density (100s of
persons/k )

764

1.0398

2.6770

0.001

33.589

POPCTR Area (100s k

763

1.0054

2.7435

0.005

12.066

POPCTR Population (100s)

763

1344.92

4421.81

10.09

19532.52

POPCTR Population Density (100s of
persons/k )

763

6.3062

3.9413

1.0117

22.16

Median Income in Surrounding Census
Division

714

23020.37

4358.671

9822

42806

Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source (Dummy)

804

0.4664

0.4992

0

1

804

0.0560

0.2300

0

1

Percentage of Reserve Households
Supplied By Piped Water

801

86.836

28.754

0

100

Percentage of Reserve Households
Supplied By Trucked Water

801

11.666

26.722

0

100

Maximum Daily Volume of Water System
Servicing Reserve (100s of metres cubed
per day)

606

4.7793

13.1379

0.005

250

Age of Water System Servicing Reserve

756

19.0992

10.735

1
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Natural Log of Distance To Closest
Resource or Industrial Site (m)

779

5.9234

1.6851

0.2465

9.3468

Dependent Variables

Explanatory Variables

)

Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source Under the Direct
Influence of Surface Water (Dummy)

84

Ten Year Average Temperature Range
(10s of Degrees Celsius)

707

4.014

0.9464

1.415

5.414

Ten Year Average Annual Total
Precipitation (10s of centimetres)

706

7.209

4.3218

2.0268

32.971

Yukon Territory (Dummy

804

0.0210

0.1703

0

1

British Columbia (Dummy)

804

0.3607

0.4805

0

1

Alberta (Dummy)

804

0.1020

0.3028

0

1

Saskatchewan (Dummy)

804

0.1281

0.3344

0

1

Manitoba (Dummy)

804

0.0920

0.2893

0

1

Quebec (Dummy)

804

0.0485

0.2150

0

1

Atlantic Canada (Dummy)

804

0.0435

0.2042

0

1

Percentage of Total Municipal Water
Sources Coming From Groundwater

431

32.128

43.5210

0

100

Number of Water Treatment Plants

607

1.132

1.2424

0

9

413

59.687

15.8274

23.2558

97.826

Variables Included in Sensitivity Analysis
Municipal Water System Characteristics

Education
Percentage of First Nation Band
Population Without a Highschool
Diploma
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APPENDIX D: Site Visit Methodologyx
Typical Day
Arrive in Community – Lead/Senior Inspector & Technical Support
• Meet with Circuit Rider and/or DIAND representative and First Nation/Tribal Council
Representatives to undergo introductions and provide a brief synopsis of the activities to be
undertaken for the day. This is based on the assumption that the First Nation has been fully
briefed by DIAND on the purpose, process and benefits for the First Nation to cooperate and
collaborate with the project.
• Confirm the various components that the First Nation uses to provide water to the entire
community (i.e. number and types of distribution systems, source types, private wells, etc.) to
help build assessment form for the community.
• Pre-select areas to undertake private system evaluations on community map.
• Confirm any missing background data that may be available allowing the First Nation time
during the day to have Public Works Director/Supervisor/Secretary/etc to locate such
materials.
Lead/Senior – Inspector
• Meet with Chief/Housing Manager/Band Manager/Finance Manager, to identify:
◦ future servicing needs (planned development and population growth)
◦ servicing constraints (source availability, soils, groundwater, bedrock, topography, etc.)
◦ identify the extent to which non structural solutions or optimization strategies (water
conservation, leak reduction, etc) have been previously investigated or implemented
◦ confirm current population and housing numbers
◦ obtain financial information not previously provided
◦ note community concerns related to future servicing.
• Complete a walk through of the water plant from source to storage.
• Prepare a flow schematic (internal use).
• Complete the assessment questionnaire on treatment/storage/operations/operator(s) etc. with
Operator/Circuit Rider.
• Take photographs.
• Travel to main sewage pumping station and wastewater treatment facility.
• Complete a walk through of the plant from influent to effluent.
• Prepare a flow schematic (internal use).
• Complete assessment questionnaire.
• Take photographs.
• Complete ACRS update.
• Repeat for additional water or wastewater facilities.
• Review information collected by Technical Support
• Gather all background/operational data gathered by First Nation
• Complete overall notes.
x

Source: AANDC. 2011a. Appendix C. In National Assessment of First Nations Water and Wastewater Systems –
Ontario Regional Roll-up Report. http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1314978687436/1314978792975#annc
(accessed 11 April 2014).
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Technical Support
• Gather any relevant operational data (water and wastewater), if not already provided and
arrange with the First Nation to have copied/scanned that day.
• Obtain GPS coordinates of source(s) and treatment.
• Complete the source questions on the assessment questionnaire.
• Undertake sampling of the raw and/or treated water, if necessary.
• Take photographs.
• Complete ACRS update.
• Travel around community with First Nation representative and undertake private system
assessments for water and/or septic including GPS coordinates, photographs, assessment
forms and sampling.
• Meet back with Lead/Senior Inspector at wastewater location and assist with sampling, if
required.
Sampling Requirements
Water Sampling
The terms of reference state, "The sampling program for public water systems should reflect the
requirements of the most stringent regulations applicable in the Province in which the
community is located. However, should an adequate sampling program already be in place, then
existing data may be used. Bidders should assume sampling and testing will be required for 5%
of total wells, septics, and cisterns identified in SW5. Septics and cisterns only require a visual
inspection. All bidders are required to carry a $500,000 allowance for this purpose. Any
variances should be identified in the Inception Report."
Health Canada data is anticipated to be available for the majority of the water systems. Where
data is not available, sampling will be conducted as part of the inspection. Minimum existing
data required will include:
Community systems
• bacteriological – monthly available for previous year
• general chemistry – annually (treated)
• full Volatile Organic Compound analysis – within 5 years
Private wells
• bacteriological – one sample within past year
• basic chemistry – one sample within past year
For public systems where data is not available, treated water samples will be obtained and
submitted to a laboratory for testing that would include; Basic Chemistry, Full Metals Scan,
Bacteria and Volatile Organic Compounds. For public systems that include a piped distribution
system and where distributed water quality data is not available, a sample will be taken from the
most remote point in the distribution system and sampled for Disinfection By-Products. For
individual wells, samples will be obtained from a representative number of wells (5% of total
wells) in the community. The testing will include; Basic Chemistry, Full Metals Scan and
Bacteria.
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APPENDIX E: Wald Test Results – All Models

Table 22: Wald Test Results, All Models
Estimate

,

Robust
S.E.

95% Confidence Interval

Prob >

Base Model

̂

-0.5644

0.4956

-0.9683

0.6562

0.7726

0.3794

Base Model +
POPCTR Water System
Characteristics

̂

0.6378

0.5265

-0.9865

0.7553

0.7226

0.3953

//

//

Sensitivity 3: Education

Could not
estimate

//

//
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APPENDIX F: Results Tables – Base Model
Table 23: Recursive Bivariate Probit Results — Base Model, MTA Participation
Coefficient

Robust
Std. Error

Z

P>|z|

Natural Log of Distance Between Reserve and
POPCTR (kilometres)

-0.3389

0.1072

-3.16

0.002***

-0.5490

-0.1288

Reserve Population (100s)

-0.0789

0.0293

-2.69

0.007***

-0.1363

-0.0215

Reserve Area (100s of kilometres)

0.2192

0.1101

1.99

0.046**

0.0034

0.4350

0.1681

0.0551

3.05

0.002***

0.0600

0.2762

POPCTR Population (100s)

-0.0002

0.0002

-0.74

0.457

-0.0006

0.0003

POPCTR Area (100s of kilometres)

0.2142

0.3669

0.58

0.559

-0.5048

0.9332

0.0254

0.0361

0.70

0.481

-0.0453

0.0961

Census Division Median Income

0.0000

0.0000

1.44

0.149

-0.0000

0.0001

Reserve Located in British Columbia

0.0739

0.3109

0.24

0.812

-0.5354

0.6833

Reserve Located in Alberta

0.7219

0.4063

1.78

0.076*

-0.0743

1.5182

Reserve Located in Saskatchewan

0.2320

0.2861

0.81

0.417

-0.3288

0.7927

Reserve Located in Manitoba

0.3544

0.5310

0.67

0.505

-0.6865

1.3952

Reserve Located in Quebec

0.4088

0.6003

0.68

0.496

-0.7678

1.5853

Residual

-1.0590
-0.5644

0.6232
-1.70
0.089*
-2.2805
0.1625
-0.9683
0.6562
0.4956
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.

Log pseudolikelihood = -362.713
N = 415
Model 1: MTA Participation

Reserve Population Density (100s of persons/

POPCTR Population Density (100s of persons/

Wald Test of Rho = 0 (null):
( ) = 0.7726, Prob >

)

)

95% Confidence Interval

= 0.3794
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Table 24: Recursive Bivariate Probit Results (Continued) — BWA, Base Model
Log pseudolikelihood = -362.713
N = 415 Coefficient
Model 2: BWA Prevalence

Robust
Std. Error

Z

P>|z|

95% Confidence Interval

MTA Participation

0.6657

1.0395

0.64

0.522

-1.3716

2.7030

Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source (Dummy)

-0.0721

0.1533

-0.47

0.638

-0.3724

0.2283

Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source Under the Direct
Influence of Surface Water (Dummy)

0.3922

0.2679

1.46

0.143

-0.1328

0.9173

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied by Piped
Water (100s)

0.0027

0.0070

0.40

0.693

-0.0109

0.0164

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied By
Trucked Water (100s)

-0.0020

0.0074

-0.27

0.785

-0.0165

0.0125

Maximum Daily Volume of Water System
(100s of cubic metres per day)

-0.0211

0.0188

-1.12

0.261

-0.0579

0.0157

Age of Water System Servicing Reserve

0.0065

0.0074

0.87

0.383

-0.0081

0.0211

Natural Log of Distance To Closest Resource or
Industrial Site (metres)

0.1235

0.0687

1.80

0.072*

-0.0113

0.2582

10 Year Average Temperature Range (10s of degrees
Celsius)

0.2840

0.1091

2.60

0.009***

0.0703

0.4978

10 Year Average Annual Total Precipitation (100s of
milliliters)

-0.0086

0.0222

-0.39

0.700

-0.0520

0.0349

Residual

-2.7622
-0.5644

0.9866
-2.80
0.005***
-4.6959
-0.8285
-0.9683
0.6562
0.4956
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.

Wald Test of Rho = 0 (null):
( ) = 0.7726, Prob >

= 0.3794
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Table 25: Probit Results – MTA Participation, Base Model
Marginal
Effect
(dF/dx)
-0.0923

Robust
Std. Error
0.0130

Z
-6.38

P>|z|
0.000***

x-bar
3.2307

95%
Confidence Interval
-0.1178
-0.0668

Reserve Population (100s)

-0.0109

0.0033

-3.23

0.001***

5.3951

-0.0174

-0.0044

Reserve Area (100s of kilometres)

0.0206

0.0195

1.05

0.292

0.4902

-0.0175

0.0587

0.0382

0.0090

4.63

0.000***

1.0907

0.0206

0.0559

POPCTR Population (100s)

-0.0001

0.0000

-1.81

0.070*

1466.91

-0.0001

4.9e-06

POPCTR Area (100s of kilometres)

0.0776

0.0521

1.49

0.135

1.0749

-0.0246

0.1797

0.0129

0.0047

2.76

0.006***

6.3948

0.0037

0.0221

6.07e-06

4.16e-06

1.44

0.151

22913

-2.1e-06

0.0000

Reserve Located in British Columbia

0.0155

0.0453

0.34

0.730

0.3982

-0.0732

0.1043

Reserve Located in Alberta

0.3605

0.0971

4.38

0.000***

0.0996

0.1702

0.5507

Reserve Located in Saskatchewan

0.0435

0.0698

0.67

0.503

0.1426

-0.0933

0.1802

Reserve Located in Manitoba

0.2019

0.1230

1.97

0.049**

0.0832

-0.0392

0.4429

Reserve Located in Quebec

0.0298

0.0910

0.32

0.751

0.0446

-0.1661

0.2257

Reserves Located in Atlantic Canada
Obs. P
Pred. P
Wald
( ) = 94.21
Prob >
= 0.0000

-0.0482
0.1857
0.1280

0.0638

-0.65

0.518

0.0431

-0.1732

0.0769

Log pseudolikelihood = -229.358
Pseudo
= 0.2900
N = 673
Natural Log of Distance Between Reserve and
POPCTR (kilometres)

Reserve Population Density (100s of persons/

POPCTR Population Density (100s of persons/
Census Division Median Income

)

)

(at x-bar)
Z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0.
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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Table 26: Probit Estimation Results – BWA, Base Model

MTA Participation

Log pseudolikelihood = -266.678 Marginal
Pseudo
= 0.0538 Effect
N = 470 (dF/dx)
-0.1448

Robust
Std. Error
0.0592

Z
-2.04

P>|z|
0.042**

x-bar
0.1213

95%
Confidence Interval
-0.2608
-0.0289

Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source (Dummy)

-0.0803

0.0472

-1.68

0.093*

0.4617

-0.1727

0.0122

Reserve Independent Water System –
Groundwater Source Under the Direct
Influence of Surface Water (Dummy)

0.0627

0.0942

0.69

0.488

0.0638

-0.1218

0.2473

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied by Piped
Water (100s)

-0.0003

0.0019

-0.15

0.878

86.116

-0.0041

0.0035

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied By Trucked
Water (100s)

-0.0022

0.0021

-1.08

0.281

12.820

-0.0063

0.0018

Maximum Daily Volume of Water System (100s of
cubic metres per day)

-0.0100

0.0052

-1.87

0.062*

5.0048

-0.0203

0.0002

Age of Water System Servicing Reserve

0.0023

0.0023

0.98

0.325

17.981

-0.0023

0.0068

Natural Log of Distance To Closest Resource or
Industrial Site (metres)

0.0124

0.0177

0.70

0.485

6.138

-0.0223

0.0471

10 Year Average Temperature Range (10s of degrees
Celsius)

0.0882

0.0332

2.63

0.008***

4.157

0.0232

0.1533

10 Year Average Annual Total Precipitation
(100s of milliliters)
Obs. P
Pred. P
Wald
( ) = 24.85
Prob >
= 0.0056

0.0012

0.0068

0.17

0.864

6.884

-0.0122

0.0145

0.2872
0.2660

(at x-bar)
Z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0.
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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Table 27: Sensitivity Analysis – MTA Participation, Base Model with Additional Municipal Variables
Log pseudolikelihood = -114.198
Marginal
Pseudo
= 0.2908
N = 372 Effect (dF/dx)
Natural Log of Distance Between Reserve and POPCTR
-0.0543
(kilometres)

Robust
Std. Error
0.0142

Z
-3.29

P>|z|
0.001***

x-bar
3.4913

95%
Confidence Interval
-0.0822
-0.0264

Reserve Population (100s)

-0.0150

0.0040

-3.32

0.001***

5.9188

-0.0228

-0.0072

Reserve Area (100s of kilometres)

0.0394

0.0170

2.16

0.031**

0.5577

0.0062

0.0727

0.0295

0.0115

2.77

0.006***

0.9502

0.0070

0.0519

POPCTR Population (100s)

-0.0002

0.0001

-3.00

0.003***

2293.5

-0.0003

-0.0001

POPCTR Area (100s of kilometres)

0.2788

0.0914

2.97

0.003***

1.5555

0.0996

0.4580

0.0130

0.0077

1.63

0.103

6.9167

-0.0020

0.0280

-2.45e-06

5.29e-06

-0.47

0.641

22190.8

-0.0000

7.9e-06

Reserve Located in British Columbia

0.0282

0.0685

0.42

0.674

0.3575

-0.1060

0.1625

Reserve Located in Alberta

0.3992

0.1551

3.06

0.002***

0.1237

-0.1060

0.1625

Reserve Located in Saskatchewan

0.1150

0.1085

1.24

0.215

0.1559

-0.0977

0.3278

Reserve Located in Manitoba

0.1112

0.1376

0.95

0.343

0.1344

-0.1584

0.3808

Reserve Located in Quebec

0.2211

0.2331

1.24

0.214

0.0296

-0.2357

0.6779

Reserves Located in Atlantic Canada

-0.0756

0.0411

-1.08

0.280

0.0430

-0.1561

0.0049

Percentage Municipal Water Sources From Groundwater

-0.0006

0.0004

-1.55

0.121

32.116

-0.0014

0.0002

0.0089
0.1559
0.0917

0.0108

0.83

0.406

1.2016

-0.0123

0.0301

Reserve Population Density (100s of persons/

POPCTR Population Density (100s of persons/

)

)

Census Division Median Income

Number of Municipal Water Treatment Plants
Obs. P
Pred. P
Wald
( ) = 41.09
Prob >
= 0.0005

(at x-bar)
Z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0.
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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Table 28: Sensitivity Analysis – MTA Participation, Base Model with First Nation Band Education Variable
Log pseudolikelihood = -109.472
Marginal
Pseudo
= 0.3683
N = 369 Effect (dF/dx)
Natural Log of Distance Between Reserve and POPCTR
-0.0842
(kilometres)

Robust
Std. Error
0.0193

Z
-3.93

P>|z|
0.000***

x-bar
3.4257

95%
Confidence Interval
-0.1221
-0.0464

Reserve Population (100s)

-0.0128

0.0033

-3.63

0.000***

7.9389

-0.0193

-0.0064

Reserve Area (100s of kilometres)

0.0283

0.0155

1.76

0.078*

0.7087

-0.0021

0.0587

0.0437

0.0111

4.90

0.000***

1.0756

0.0219

0.0655

POPCTR Population (100s)

-0.0001

0.0000

-1.74

0.081*

514.211

-0.0002

1.0e-05

POPCTR Area (100s of kilometres)

0.1210

0.0719

1.68

0.093*

0.4871

-0.0200

0.2620

0.0076

0.0069

1.09

0.276

6.0718

-0.0058

0.0211

-5.01e-07

6.57e-06

-0.08

0.939

21869.2

-0.0000

0.0000

Reserve Located in British Columbia

0.0210

0.0634

0.49

0.621

0.2412

-0.0944

0.1543

Reserve Located in Alberta

0.3590

0.1504

2.87

0.004***

0.1274

0.0643

0.6537

Reserve Located in Saskatchewan

0.0177

0.0819

0.22

0.824

0.2087

-0.1428

0.1782

Reserve Located in Manitoba

0.0133

0.1295

0.11

0.916

0.1220

-0.2404

0.2671

Reserve Located in Quebec

0.0331

0.1013

0.35

0.726

0.0705

-0.1655

0.2316

Reserves Located in Atlantic Canada

-0.0708

0.0431

-1.19

0.236

0.0461

-0.1553

0.0137

-0.0017
0.1789
0.1040

0.0014

-1.21

0.226

58.939

-0.0044

0.0010

Reserve Population Density (100s of persons/

POPCTR Population Density (100s of persons/

)

)

Census Division Median Income

Percentage of Band Population Without Highschool
Obs. P
Pred. P
Wald
( ) = 65.46
Prob >
= 0.0000

(at x-bar)
Z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0.
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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Table 29: Sensitivity Analysis – BWA, Base Model with First Nation Band Education Variable

MTA Participation

Log pseudolikelihood = -147.793 Marginal
Pseudo
= 0.0543 Effect
N = 263 (dF/dx)
-0.1676

Robust
Std. Error
0.0731

Z
-1.77

P>|z|
0.077*

x-bar
0.1179

95%
Confidence Interval
-0.3109
-0.0242

Reserve Independent Water System – Groundwater
Source (Dummy)

-0.0738

0.0645

-1.12

0.261

0.4563

-0.2003

0.0526

Reserve Independent Water System – Groundwater
Source Under the Direct Influence of Surface
Water (Dummy)

0.1499

0.1351

1.19

0.234

0.0646

-0.1148

0.4146

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied by Piped
Water (100s)

0.0010

0.0022

0.45

0.652

81.774

-0.0034

0.0054

Percentage of Reserve Households Supplied By Trucked
Water (100s)

-0.0007

0.0024

-0.30

0.762

16.705

-0.0055

0.0040

Maximum Daily Volume of Water System (100s of
cubic metres per day)

-0.0072

0.0055

-1.26

0.206

6.6417

-0.0180

0.0036

Age of Water System

-0.0002

0.0032

-0.07

0.940

17.551

-0.0065

0.0060

Natural Log of Distance To Closest Resource or
Industrial Site (metres)

-0.0254

0.0270

-0.93

0.350

6.3707

-0.0783

0.0275

10 Year Average Temperature Range (10s of Degrees
Celsius)

0.0584

0.0485

1.20

0.229

4.4222

-0.0365

0.1534

10 Year Average Annual Total Precipitation (100s of
milliliters)

-0.0083

0.0120

-0.69

0.492

6.0951

-0.0318

0.0152

0.0029

0.0023

1.25

0.212

62.052

-0.0016

0.0074

Percentage of First Nation Band Population
Without a Highschool Diploma
Obs. P
Pred. P
Wald
( ) = 12.64
Prob >
= 0.3173

0.2814
0.2605

(at x-bar)
Z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0.
Statistical significance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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